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The United States Department of Labour ie taking practical stopa to provide
employment during the period ot demobilization and reconstruction. It has
organized a Division ot Public Works and Construction and hae a special force
of field men conferring with State and municipal authorities and public organizations to determine ways of stimulating business and affording "buffer
employment" for labor. It is hoped that work on public buildings, highways,
and homes will be encouraged in such a practical manner that by tho spring
every State in the Union will be engaged in projects which will ensure building
operations in all communities and provide employment for many thousands of
returned soldiers and workmen released from war industries. Already the
Department is able to report that Buffalo is considering an 88,000,000 building
progamme. Indianapolis is rushing work on a gigantic scheme of track
elevation. New warehouses to the value of $1,500,000 are to be built for
Columbus,Ohio, by the Federal Government. The State of Connecticut is to
spend nearly $1,000,000 on a new highway and trolley project. Cleveland
Heights will spend nearly $500,000 on high school buildings. Many other
important public works are under consideration in various communities.

The "Own Your Own Home" movement which is already active in Winnipeg has
received Government sanction in the United States. One branch of the new
Division of Public Works and Construction Development of the United Statee
Department of Labor is known as the"0wn Your Own Home Section" and a movement
has been started to enable building and loan associations in the United States
to provide capital for housing at low rates of interest. The Department of
Labor announces that information which it has obtained indicates that there
is a national shortage of more than half a million houses. The statement
adds: "The Department believes nothing more helpful to the general situation
could be done than at once to resume building. The homes are needed; it is
very doubtful if labor or material conditions and prices will improve for
several years. Building, being a basic industry, if accelerated, will add
impetus to general business throughout the country."
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While the Western Canada Development Bureau, the Mnnipeg Board of Trade,
the Canadian Council of Agriculture, the Western Commit/fed, of the Canadian
Reconstruction Association, and other organisations have boen studying the
agricultural and commercial importance of the potato flour industry, the
British Ministry of Food has made arrangements for the establishment in
Great Britain of mills for the production of potato flour, which, it is hoped,
will be on a large scale. The industry, although a now one in Great Britain,
has been established for many years on the Continent. Germany before the war
had 500 potato flour factories in operation, whereas at the signing of the
armistice it had more than 2,000. Great Britain now has an overproduction
of potatoes, and the creation of the potato flour industry will provide a
means for consumption of the oversupply.

Industrial, financial, and commercial interests in the United States are
alive to the necessity for co-operation for the development of foreign trade.
The United States Chamber of Commerce is taking a plebiscite of its members
on proposals for vital modifications of the Sherman and Clayton anti-trust
legislation. Powerful trade organisations have already been completed under
the Webb-Pomerene Bill which permits industries to unite for foreign trade.
In addition to important organisations formed in the steel, copper, and textile
.trades, export associations are under consideration by manufacturers of rubber
coal trade,the drug and chemical and allied industries, lumber
producers, including specifically the Southern Pine Association and the Douglas
fir interest/ Manufacturing of cement with plants near the seaboard, the
hardware trade, manufacturers of electrical goods and mTP1'lnfijrftJ** mimj'"•»•*oci
making brass products.
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Great preparations for the construction of public works and for general
building activities in the spring are being made in the United States,
addition to the survey being conducted by the field men of the Division of
Public Works and Construction of the United States Department < Labor, the
Kelly and Kenyon Bills have been introduced in Congress to provide heavy
appropriations for national constructive activities. Each measure calls for
an appropriation of $100,000,000. The Kenyon Bill, in addition, empowers the
War Finance Corporation to make advances, within one year from the passage of
the Act, to an aggregate amount not exceeding $300,000,000, at not less than
5 per cent per annum to any State for financing public works whenever unusual
unemployment is actual or threatened.

A bill is now pending in the United States House of Representatives for an
appropriation of $100,000,000 for investigation, irrigation, drainage, and development of swamp, arid, cut-over, waste and undeveloped lands throughout the
United States. The object is to provide employment and farms for soldiers and
sailors. Under the appropriation it is estimated that approximately 20,000
farms may be settled on about 1,500,000 acres. The plan contemplates construction of community settlements of not less than one hundred families.

The necessity for adequate Government and industrial organization for the
development of foreign trade is emphasized by the activities of American and
European competitors. Contending that "no nation has outlined so comprehensive
a plan of trade stimulation as the United States, "Mr A.B.Clark, Manager of the
New York office of the United States Department of Commerce, aays:"Within the last month there have passed through the local office
of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce no fewer than
twenty commercial representatives of this Government, bound
newly created posts throughout the world, with no other mission
than that, of looking after and increasing the commercial interests
of the citizens of the United States. Over thirty trade commissioners are being sent out to every quarter of the globe, as rapidly
as competent men can be examined, appointed and dispatched."
There has been considerable reorganization of the staff of the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce stationed throughout the United States
only have changes been made in the personnel, but it JJ.P1"™^^1" *£„
next few months to increase the number of branches within the United States.
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President Wilson provided a special fund of 5200,000 from the war fund
ror foreign trade inquiry, and Mr.Redfield, Secretary of Commerce, has asked
Congress fror a largely increased appropriation.

Mr. George Ford, head of the Red Cross reconstruction work in Paris, has
listed the agricultural machinery needed by France as follows: 81,000 plov.e,
56,000 cultivators, 30,000 mowing machines, 115,000 farm v/agons, 88,000, harrows,
50,000 rollers, 48,000 hoes, 36,000 seed drills, 13,000 fertilizers, 15,000 beet
extractors, 21,000 winnowing machines, 18,000 horse-drawn rakes, 32,000 reapers
and binders, and 53,000 root cutters, besides other farm implements. There are
HOY; no horses in the devastated portions of France, though there were 242,000
in 1915 and 607,000 in 1917.

The nev/ly-formed export organization of the Canadian biscuit, confectionery,
chocolate, and cocoa industries v/ill send a representative to the West Indies and
another to Great Britain to develop export trade.

It is announced that Great Britain will spend $50,000,000 during 1919
for the reconstruction of reads and bridges, thus providing work for demobilized
soldiers.

Reconstruction plans in New Zealand provide for a Government expenditure
of over 512,090,000 on public works, including extensive railroad and highway
construction. Initial work will be started on the Dominion's $65,000,000 hydroelectric development programme, Fifteen hundred thousand dollars will be devoted to new public schools, and it is proposed to organize schools of agricultural instruction for returned soldiers. Large sums will likely be spent on
reclamation and drainage of swamp lands for grazing purposes. The United
States Con.T.ii at Auckland, New Zealand, has reported that all these undertakings
will call for more or less machinery, tools, and structural material, and that
it would seem wise for American interests to put themselves in a position to
supply these needs, especially as far as railway material, farm implements and
dredging machinery are concerned.

Striking evidence of the decline of industry under Bolshevism was given
o.-.'v'ore l,h---i S.rwGf: fio.wuttee at Washington by Dr. W. C. Huntington, who was
Cv-.^nercial Attache of the American Embassy at Petrograd from 1916 until near
the end of 1918. "In nearly every instance," he said, "the nationalized factories have come to grief. When the decree of nationalization was issued the
factories \vore placed in charge of committees of workmen. Then came factions
and friction ttnd quarrels between them. One would have supplies, another
would noc,. and the result : i thai few If any factories ;-;ro running now r;
principal industry left in Russia now is printing paper money. I have seen
the complete overthrow in Russia of all that we know in human life as it
j.-:.;.fL,3 here tu. • > < • •; • , . "; '..*••;. seen i sondition of absolute chaos in all ;
relations develop in Russia. I have seen conditions attained that amount to
nothing less than a reign of absolute terrorism."
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Throughout' the Dominion there is increasing realization of the necessity for
scientific investigation of natural resources and practical stimulation of
industrial development. - Since its inception, these have been outstanding
policies of the Canadian Reconstruction Association. Now both Manitoba and
Alberta are'taking practical measures to put these policies into effect.
In Ai.beri.ii. the Provincial GoYfirnroa;;}. has established a Department of Industry
under the Hon. A. G. MacKay. Its chief function will be to determine by investigation v/hat industries can be iiuccssefully and profitably established in
the Province and to encourage the development of natural resources. In Manitoba,
after a conference between the Cabinet Ministers and representatives of the Manufacturers Association, the Industrial aacl Development Section of the Winnipeg
Board of Trade, Lieut. J. W, Wilton, M. P. P., and others, the Government has
decideo. to create a commission to investigate the natural resources of the Province and to encourage the establishment of industries.

The National Foreign Trade Council of the United States which has a membership
of movchfuits. i-ff.nufacturers, railroad and steamship men, and bankers, representing all sections of the country, is to hold its sixth convention at Chicago at the
er°] .- - . , •-, .
Tr; issuing a formal call for the convention, Mr. James A. Farrell,
Chairman c? 'the National. Foreign Trade Council, cays:"Nov/. as never before, the United States must rely upon foreign trade to make
certaii, ulio full employment of labor and to provide investment for capital;
to stabilise industry <....- ,
- ; : - • "i ... irarbance of domestic conditions; to
o e r a t i o n of our new merchant vessels under
ensure the r-evminent retention
the . lean flag; to maintain prosperity among American producers and to forestall any retrogression from the high standards that have been achieved."

Ihere ie to be close co-opsi-^tion oet-oen American bankers and the Departt of Agriculture in dealing with agricultural problems of reconstruction in
the United States
A conference ha3 just been held in Washington between the
secretary" assistant" secretaries, and bureau chiefs of the Department of Agriculture; re^e-r^tives of the Bureau of Education, the Federal Farm Labor
Bo o rd
the Agricultural Commission of the American Bankers' Association, and
Lcultural committees of 4£ State Rankers' Associations. Up to the present
"".'.'-..r- '.-<•• fee iis.nksre- A,eeoiati.or, lias bean largely confined to encouraget iae
ment. of
grid iturai production. Warehouse construction and the organization of
OO-operati^-e ir.?;rketing associations - now under consideration.

-2The Naples Branch of the Italian Co-operative Society, which has been organized for the benefit of employees of the State, desires to purohai in very
large quantities, for cash against documents, for immediate shipment, the following articles, according to a report made to the United States Departs
of
Commerce by the United States Consul at Naples:Fats of all kinds, especially lard in barrels; bacon, all fat; hams; cases of
tinned meats, such as boiled beef and corned beef, and tongue; cv^es of tinned
salmon, sardines, tunny fish, and other edible tinned fish;
i salmon in
bulk; flour, white, unadulterated, without bran or any subst;
content, best
quality; cheeses, large; beans, dried, white, and butter beans in bulk or sacks;
coffee, especially Porto Rican; sugar, white in barrels; 'condensed milk, sweetened (not evaporated); eggs; chickens and poultry, cold storeg?.

Human rights of labor and the principle of collective bargaining have been
recognized in Italy as they are beirg recognized in Great Britain and the United
States. Capt. Angelo Fanelli, a membor of tho Italian Military Mission now in
the United States, is the authority for the statement that only one serious
strike has occurred in Italy since the signing of the armistice.
"Three months ago," he says, "a very satisfactory agreement v;as arrived at
between the industrial leaders of the country and representatives of the labor
unions. The negotiations resulted in the formation of a permanent couiuiittee on
which capital and labor are both represented. The Committee has ita headquarters
in Milan and is working earnestly to adjust all labor questions as they arise. A
strong point in the situation is that the manufacturers have agreed -rith labor
upon a system of profit-sharing. This system has been legalized by cpjcial law.
These compacts between capital and labor are enabling Italian inc.
to develop
to a remarkal.'lu degree its technical and financial side."

Appealing for consideration of reconstruction problems, the r
ian Reconstruction Association has written to boards of trade asking them to ,11 conferences
in their coir.p.runiti.es. It suggests that there should be a frank discussion by all
concerned of pertinent facts with a view to co-operation between employers and
workers, and a sympathetic understanding amor.g all elements in tlr; cc-'iiuunity of the
actual situation and outlook,
"It is desirable," the Association Eciys, "that such a confer'
should be
attended by representative employers, employees, and consumers.
this end it
would appear --vise to invite manfacturers, employees, wholesale and : ;tail merchants, representatives of commercial and financial interests, labor leaders,
and representative citizens, such as clergymen and teachers. Among 1 lie natters
which might b3 considered are the difficulties inseparable from a : idjustment
of prices fvoni >var to peace levels, the outlook for domestic and s>.port orders
for local factories, other demands for local labor, and the possible effects upon
employment, wages, and prices of the productive competition of other countries
seeking as we ure a world market to maintain their industrial stability. It is
particularly important that your Member of Parliament should attend any such
conferences as u.ay be held and that, any recommendations agreed upon should be
forwarded to the Government and to the Canadian Trade Commission at Ottawa."
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Canadian branches of American firms are not to be subjected to double
taxation. As a result of protests to Washington by the Canadian Reconstruction
Association and Canadian branch companies, unsatisfactory clauses in the United
States Revenue Bill have been amended. Legal opinions secured by a prominent
Canadian firm are in agreement that the amendments met all objections which
were taken and that the Bill as it now stands will be satisfactory to Canadian
branches of United States companies.

Public work* on a large scale are now being constructed by the Italian
Government, It is spending more than $300,000,000 in re-organization of the
railways. A great deal of new track construction is under way. Factories
which were producing guns and ammunition during the war have already transformed their plants and are making locomotives, rolling stock, rails, and
other equipment of all kinds. Construction of roads, bridges, and public
buildings is in progress all over the country.

The movement for modification of the anti-trust laws of the United
States is steadily gaining strength. A special committee of the United
States Chamber of Commerce has asked the members to vote on recommendations
that Congress should at once consider the situation of all statutes constituting anti-trust legislation and that there should be formulated
standards of general business conduct to be administered by an enlarged
Federal Trade Commission of nine instead of five members acting as a
supervisory body. Commenting on these proposals, 'the Guaranty Trust
Company of New York says: "The committee having the matter in charge
apparently seeks to dissipate the uncertainties of anti-trust legislation
new existing, to authorize closer co-operation among producers in the same
line of business, and to remove sections of the Sherman Law alleged to be
a handicap to business growth. The Government would also be asked to tell
business what it could do as well as what it could not do, and to supervise
business to see that the bonds were not overstepped."

-2The Assistant Secretary of the United States Department of Labor, in an
Iress welcoming the delegates to the agricultural conference of bankers in
ishington, said that it was significant of a new state of mind among financiers that
epresentatives of the American Bankers' Association and of the several state bankers'
Beociations should meet in Washington in order to get into more intimate touch with
he Department of Agriculture. The Assistant Secretary pointed out that agriculture
in special need of the aid and counsel which experts in finance are qualified to
Ive.

Extensive highway construction is under consideration in the United States.
it American Road Builders, Association is preparing for a campaign to obtain an
ippropriation of $2,000,000,000 for roac building including a transcontinental highray to be named in honor of Theodore Roosevelt. The United States Department of
Agriculture has issued a statement, based on an estimate of the available funds,
that approximately $500,000,000 will be spent on highway construction during the
coming season, giving employment to 100,000 men.

Industrial development in the interior of China has led to an enormous demand
for machinery of various descriptions. In an address at a recent banquet in New
York, the Chinese Consul-General said : "For Government requirements alone, we need
machinery for arsenals, mints, railways, dockyards and so forth. Many of the smaller
cities which used to be lighted with candles now use electric light. Such cities
number about 10,000. Especially machinery for mining and smelting is wanted in increasing quantities every year. Besides factories for filature and cotton cloth,
oil mills, flour mills and rice mills are springing up all over China like mushrooms."
Dr. Chilien Tsur emphasized the very rich opportunities for American capital in China.
"The returns awaiting adequate investment," he said, "would be regarded by Occidental
capital, accustomed, prior to war dividends, to fair percentages of return, as something far beyond their normal expectations in domestic finance."

Mr. Bernard Baruch, formerly Chairman of the War Industries Board of the United
States, who is now in Paris, has advised the United States Government that France is
willing to allow sales to French merchants of $40.000,000 worth of machine tools and
agricultural implements if credits for one year can be secured. It is proposed that
individual American firms should deal with individual French concerns under the same
conditions as before the war except that deferred payments are necessary. It is reported that similar enquires are being sent out for large ammounts of cotton.
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Australia's attitude on the question of tariffs has been given striking
expression by H. Y. Braddon, Australian Commissioner to the United States
In a public statement he says: "Broadly, Australia regards the British Empire,
including of course, the self-governing Dominions, as one body politic,
political'entity. Within these wider boundaries Australians consider themselves
entitled to grant preferences, if they so desire, to any other section of the
Greater Britain, on the ground, mainly, that this is a matter of purely dome
concern
In Australia, no doubt it would be resented if an outside agency
sought to hamper Australia's freedom of action within the Imperial domain; and
to my mind it would be extremely regrettable if at the Peace Conference it were
suggested or urged to impose any such restrictions. Australians would argue,
I think with justice, that they must retain the same right of internal
mination (within the Empire) as, for instance, obtains between Maine
California in the United States, or between Prussia and Bavaria, in the German
Empire. Admittedly, we have as yet no "imperial zollverein," because as «
present constituted, the British Empire is a rather loosely articulate<
still it is an entity.
"In this natural desire for freedom of action within the Empire
not the faintest element of unfriendliness towards the United States.
gencies of public finance unfortunately necessitate fairly heavy import duties
into Australia: and if these are slightly relaxed in favor of the Mother Country,
that would in Australia be regarded as a domestic matter, and one which di
imply any lack of friendly good feeling towards the United States."

The movement for the creation of industrial councils in Great Britain gains
strength daily. The National Council of the Commercial Motor Users' Association
has been informed that the Government will shortly require employers to join a
suitable federation in order to regularize dealings with Labor. Plans for
calling of a national conference of employers and trade union represent*
being considered by the representative organizations of capital and labor. The
executive committee of the Federation of British Industries have passed the
following resolution:"That the Federation should take immediate action in conjunction, if
possible, with the Engineering Employers' Federation and the national
organizations representing Labor, with a view to summoning a joint
conference of employers and employed, on the lines suggested by the
National Alliance of Employers and Employed, for the formation of
proposals for dealing with the present grave condition of industrial
unrest."

A good market for agricultural machinery is reported from Mesopotamia.
The great dearth of draft animals and the lack of labourers will promote
machine traction for scientific farming, and it is said that the necessity of
using such tractors is already noticeable among the small farmers and holders.
Before the war, German manufacturers of agricultural machinery studied the
conditions in Asia Minor vary thoroughly, and offered to agriculturists there
what they wanted and what v/as best suited for their purposes.

The British Manufacturers' Corporation has unanimously adopted a resolution
to amalgamate with the Federation of British Industries for the purpose of concentrating upon the extension of overseas trade. The Federation of-British Industries represents over 312,000.000 in capital and its organization is in touch with
nearly 16,000 British firms. The British Manufacturers' Corporation, as originally
proposed "by Sir Charles Mandleberg, \vas to consist of approximately 1,000 manufacturers with a total capi r.al of $1,000,000. Amalgamation will result in the creation
of an unusually powerful trad.3 organization and will prevent any duplication in
operation. It seems, from Sir Charles Mandleberg's speech at the meeting of the
British Manufacturers' Corporation to discuss the amalgamation, that the two associations are already v/orking together and that definite steps have been taken for
trade development with Spain.

The British Commercial Attache Service has been re-organized as a Commercial
Diplomatic Service, a joint Department of the Foreign Office and the Board of Trade.
Numerous appoinr.montf; to the nev; Rervice have been announced. In the future British
Consuls in foreign countries will be expected to deal with trade in the districts
of which they have charge: while the duties of the Commercial Attaches will be to
keep the. Government informed as to v/hat is taking place in regard to the general
economical state and development of the countries they are sent to, to see that the
Consuls do their work properly, and to keep a constant watch for any system of
commercial penetration on the part of trade rivals.

Urging mutual co-operation between Government and business, Francis H. Sisson,
Vice-President of the Guaranty Tru&t Company of Nev/ York, conntends that "commerce
is the greatest of all political interests" and that the United States Government
must learn that " all great offices of State are occupied with commercial affairs."
"Great Britain, France. Italy and Japan." he says, "have evidenced due appreciation
of these axioms of statesmanship in their reconstruction programmes." He gives a
striking review of European trade preparations:"The peace plans of England, carefully worked out by the Government in cooperation with the Country's varied industries, include," he says, "the lowering
of the costs of production of its manufacturies; the speeding up of labor; the
cheapening of raw materials by buying in enormous quantities; nation-sized combinations: the abolition of wasteful competition among manufacturers; the placing
of Government funds at the disposal of producers who co-operate; the formation of
big and influential assoociations of business men; the insurance of credits; the
establishment of a commercial intelligence bureau of world-wide scope; the subsidizing of research bin eaus for the benefit of manufacturers: the sanctioning of
monopolies a:iiong the so-called ''key" products; the development of the inner arteries of the Empire; the lowering of die costs of transportation, and the granting of
preferential rates to British goods.

-3"France proposes to lower the costs of production through standardization
and modern methods; to effect an improvement in the relations between capital and
labor; to purchase raw materials, cultivate new markets, and ship finished products at
common expense; to provide assistance to production; to reduce imports, and increase
exports; to enact liberal legislation in abolishing administrative restrictions;
to initiate vast public works such as road-building, railroad extensions, dredging
rivers, deepening harbors, and building a merchant marine.
"Italy's after-war programme calls for a protective tariff; the establishment
of credit arrangements for foreign business; for the liberation of new industries
from taxation; for the construction of canals to convert Rome into a first
class port: for the abolition of taxation on certain essential industries, and on
capital while it is producing; for consular agents to act as the 'economic eyes' of
the nation: and for the co-operation between financial interests and industry.
"Japan is preparing to give Government subsidies; immunity from taxation to
certain industries; guaranteed dividends to certain subsidized industries; Government
co-operation with big business interests; large Government appropriations for the
developing of essential industries: the services of trade commissions to make detailed investigations and reports; the services of a commercial intelligence
system; and the Japanese Government will insist that trades build for the future."
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All-over the United States the spring will witness a revival of building activity,
tensive Federal and State plans for the provision of "buffer employment" are under way.
Bureau of Public Roads estimates 1919 expenditures for roads and bridges at
,000.000: while during the next three years, according to the terms of the Federal
id Road Act, the Government, co-operating with the various states, will have a total of
L least $574,000.000 for road building. The Federal Government has voted an extra approiriation of $209,000,000 for this suggested highway construction. The growth of the "Own
four Own Home" movement is indicated in a statement from the Labor Department that twenty
•ties are now engaged in such campaigns.

Co-operation and combination are outstanding features of trade preparations in Denmark,
scording to a report from the United States Consul at Copenhagen who writes :"In addition to the Merchants' Guild and the Manufacturers' Association, there have
grown up during the war purchasing committees selected by and acting for particular
industries. These committees make purchases abroad, seeking the most available
market and the best possible terms: they then endeavor to effect the shipment of the
goods, and after their arrival, supervise their division among the firms concerned.
This is in every essential respect a scheme of joint purchase and joint import. The
best organized of these committees is that of the Association of Textile Manufacturers,
which purchases and imports cotton and cotton yarn. By the same method the Chocolate
Manufacturers' Association purchases and imports cocoa, nut-kernels, and other materials for its members: the Tobacco Manufacturers' Association imports tobacco; and the
Leather Manufacturers' Association secures shipments of tanning materials and similar
supplies. Although these associations have been brought into existance because of
war-time restrictions on commerce, the manufacturers have readily seen the advantages
to be derived and will probably continue joint import in peace times."

Immediate and drastic action to remedy the serious depletion of the salmon fisheries
Great Britain and Ireland has been demanded by the Fisheries Boards of England and Wales
a first'step, they urged the establishment of the Board of Fisheries as a separate Depart
t under its own Minister. National control of all salmon and fresh-water fisheries was
•ailed for as well as the investment of the new authority with full powers to deal with poll
tion, both river and estuarial.

-2-

Enactment of the following legislation to secure industrial reforms and restore
idence in representative government ie suggested in The London Times by George
seby, Minister for Labor for New South Wales, who has had twenty years close associawith politics in Australia:1. Legalization of the genuine eight-hour day, i.e., 44 hours per week with
Lear half-holiday. Exceptions to meet certain cases to tie fixed by a council of
aetry. In mining occupations the hours of all underground men to be six hours
day. providtd miners definitely agree to remove all restrictions on output and to
rk more than one shift, where necessary.
2. The appointment of a series of district councils with power after inquiry
fix minimum wages for adult male and female.labor for the districts prescribed.
3. The recognition by the State of "the right to work", to be achieved by the
ti".
•>'•-'•. labor in national bureaux: the duty devolving on the State to
work for ur, employee. and on the workmen tc accept such work, wherever provided.
State to provide a living wage for those who through no fault of their own are
jloyed. In cased of recurring short periods of unemployment the living wage to
le up from insurance funds,
The adoption of the Whitley scheme of industrial organization for the regulaof conditions above the statutory minima
The creation of a permanent national industrial council representative of
ployers and workmen, such council to advise the Government on all legislation
rfeci...
i elaiionsnip of employer and workmen, and to hold inquiries as necessity
rises on industrial and economic questions.
6. The iiiiinsdiate undertaking by the Government, and by employers of large
roups of workmen, of housing schemes--what ever the cost may be.
7. The acceptance by employers and workmen of the principle that in all industrial conflict the community has an interest, and that no strike or lock-out shall be
tolerated until all available machinery for conciliation has been exhausted. Statutory
:onciliation committees to be maintained for the investigation of all matters of
lefinite industrial grievance which may be stated at any time by workmen or employers as
likely to lead to conflict.
8. The wide extension of co-operative marketing and distribution of necessary commoditiei
"Nont of these proposals goes beyond the full acceptance of the principle which is
iversally endorsed to-day---that every worthy citizen is entitled, so far as the total
•eaith production will permit, to the enjoyment of at least a minimum standard of
comfort and to a reasonable opportunity of moving above that minimum on merit".

1

A leaflet has just been issued by the Department of Scientific and Industrial
arch explaining the Government scheme for the encouragement of industrial research,
for which a million sterling has been set aside. "The broad, features of the scheme are
fclready well known," says The London Times. "But the leaflet makes clear a point which
ie of considerable interest—namely, the question of tha ownership of the results of
tigation. The approved research associations to be formed under the scheme will
k the first place hold the results of their researches in trust for the benefit of
.heir respective members. But with a view to safeguarding the national interests
rhere new discoveries are made with the assistance of Farliamentry funds, the Government
111 keep in its own hands the power to veto any proposal made by an association to
lommunicate the results of research to a foreign person or to a foreign corporation.
•te Government also reserves to itself the right, after consultation with the assofciation concerned, to communicate the results of discoveries to other industries for
Iheir use on suitable terms.

-3The Department will not, however, make any results obtained by a research
peociation available to firms or individuals who are eligible for membership
\t that association, but have not joined it. Nothing in these proposals interferes with the broad policy of leaving the prosecution of research to the industries
themselves, and of securing complete autonomy to each industry. The £1,000,000
rill certainly be money wall spent, and with the voluntary associations co-operating in the solution of problems of common interest, it should not be long before
the scheme is productive of valuable results.
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Owing to high prices, lack of materials, shortage of labor, transport
conditions, and the need of much repair and reconstruction work, as well as the
desirability of stimulating useful work, the British Government will make a grant
of $50,000,000'for roads and bridges throughout the United Kingdom. Of this grant
$8,500.000 will be furnished by the Road Board and the balance by the National
Exchequer.

British manufacturers are alive to the value of industrial research, and
valuable work has already been done in many directions. In the glass industry
the ingredients required for the manufacture of optical glass, hitherto made at
Jena, have been defined. In addition to this three completely new glasses,
previously unobtainable, have been discovered. Something like $100,000 has bsen
spent in the past three years on work in this department, and in the coming year
another $150,000 will be spent on grants to individual students and workers.
In the pottery trade a new ware has been discovered, also a new cheap glaze which
will enable the British trade to hold its own with the hard porcelains produced in
Germany and Austria.

It is estimated that not less than 300,000 houses are needed to meet the
shortage in Great Britain. London and other cities are considering extensive
housing programmes and much building is anticipated this year, but there is a
great shortage of materials. The United States Consul at Nottingham reports that
there is a demand for all kinds of builders' hardware, "such as locks, hinges, bolts,
nails, screws, doorbells, sashes, doors, and blinds, and larger quantities of these
materials will undoubtedly be imported from foreign markets until the factories in
this country are able to supply the increased demand. It would therefore be advisable for all American firms ergaged in the exportation of building materials to
consider the advisability of entering this market."

The Commission of Conservation has recently completed an investigation of the
water powers of British Columbia. It reports two great water power centres, namely,
Nelson with 400,000 horse power within a radius of 50 miles and Vancouver with
300,000 horse power within the same distance. The Commission says: "Based on
experience at Toronto, these quantities would suffice for a population of 1,700,000
at Nelson or for 10 manufacturing cities of 170,000 each. The power near Vancouver
would suffice for one manufacturing city of 1,250,000 population, or for 10 cities
of 125,000 each."

-2A Minimum Wage Board is to be created in Saskatchewan, consisting of
five persons, two of whom shall be women. The board is to ascertain and declare what wages are adequate to furnish the necessary cost of living and what
are reasonable hours and proper sanitary conditions. It can make enquiries
and investigations, summoning witnesses and examining them on oath. All employers nrust keep a register of their employees, showing their earnings. In case any
employees receives less than the minimum they may recover in a civil action the
full amount, less what they have been paid, whether an agreement to work for
less than the minimum wages exists or not. The Act applies only to cities of
Saskatchewan unless an order be made extending its scope to other parts of
the province.

The fleet of tractors supplied to British farmers by the British
Food Production Department during the war will soon be demobilized.
It is anticipated that these tractors will then pass to private owners,
thus greatly strengthening and improving the resources available
for food production. The value of the tractor is said to have
exceeded the most sanguine hopes in the production of corn and potatoes,
according to The London Times, and its use is now looked upon most favourably by farmers. The utility of the various types of tractors has been
emphasised by Capt. J. T. Hutchison, mechanical cultivation commissioner,
of the Food Production Department. The Food Production Department reduced
the number of types from 20 to 6 in order to simplify the supply of spare
parts and the repair of breakages, as well as to promote the rate of output,
but Capt, Hutchison favours private ownership for securing the maximum of
efficiency and economic results.
The international trade movement is towards protection.
Great Britain has accepted Imperial preference. It is protecting
key industries, restricting foreign imports, and is pledged to
adequate measures to prevent dumping of foreign goods on British markets.
Australia is to increase its protective duties and promote industrial development. According to an announcement by Acting Premier Watt, revision of the
tariff laws of the Commonwealth will be directed largely by the following
considerations: 1. The necessity of preserving those industries brought into
existence throughthe war. 2. The encouragement of contemplated new industries
and extension and diversification of existing enterprises.
South Africa is increasing its tariff. New Zealand, Newfoundland,
Japan, Brazil, and Portugal are rigidly maintaining theirs. A higher tariff
for the United States is forecast by Chairman Fordney of the Ways and Means
Committee of the next United States Congress, who will be the author of the
new tariff bill. Congressman Gillett, of Massachusetts, who will be the
Speaker of the House of Representatives in the new Congress, says, "at the
earliest opportunity there should be passed by the Republicans of the House
a protective tariff measure which will provide more abundant revenue and preVent an inundation of foreign goods produced by cheaper labor." France is
exercising Government control of imports to build up home manufactures and
home markets. Italy's after-war programme calls for a higher protective
;,• •' ' '.'. Representatives of ne^an industries are not only urging continuation
Of the protective policy which gave the country its great commercial position
': the war, but they are advocating State organization, State control,
r.nd ^iKan^ic monopolies to force German products on other nations.
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Industrial group organization for tha davalopaent of foreign trade
is proceeding rapidly in the United States. Already over eighty export
associations have been formed under the Webb-Pomerene law. Among the
principle commodities represented by these organizations are: steel, copper, lumber, textiles, automobiles, machinery, raw cotton, sugar, magnesia,
paper, tanning materials, phosphates, oils. One association will limit its
foreign trade to clothes-pins. The Government's billion dollar fund for
financing foreign trade will be available soon to exporters through loans
from the War Finance Corporation. Regulations now being prepared by the
Corporation to cover advances will provide for the lending of sums up to
$50,000,000 to any individual firm, corporation, or export association,
probably at 5| per cent interest for a maximum of 5 years on adequate
collateral. Scores of informal applications for information or for advances have been received from individual exporting firms or representatives
of the export associations organized under the Webb law.

The Canadian Trade Commissioner at Yokohama, reports that it has now
been decided to build aeroplanes in Japan, and that 600 will be constructed
this year. The engines will be imported, but the ensilages will be con^
etructed entirely in Japan. The Commissioner adds:"This will mean a new market for Canadian aeroplane spruce and
also for the many materials and parts necessary for aeroplane construction, such as wire, screws, bolts, nails, forgings, stampings,
turn-buckles, varnish, aluminium, rubber and 'dope', etc."
The latest issue of The Weekly Bulletin of the Department of Trade and
Commerce contains inquiries from firms in Japan for quotations on aeroplane spruce and aeroplane accessories. The Trade Commissioner warns
that, as the authorities intend to begin their aviation campaign at once,
Canadian exporters should lose no time in answering these inquiries.

In connection with the establishment of the billion dollar credit
to be loaned to United States exporters through the War Finance Corporation,
a precedent is found in the policy of Japan which was adopted in 1911.

-2The Japanese Government borrowed millions in the United States at 9 per
cent and then loaned the money at 4£ per cent to manufacturers in Japan,
principally those engaged in the textile industry, so that they would be able
to enlarge and speed up their factories, having in mind particularly the exportation of their commodities to China.

The Rockefeller Foundation will appropriate $500,000 to promote fundamental research in physics and chemistry.

The Commonwealth Government of Australia has announced its intention
to provide approximately $2,500,000 for use by local governing bodies on
works that will give immediate employment to returned soldiers. A despatch
from Sydney, Australia, states that the Government intends to find employment for 80,000 soldiers in New South Wales.

At a recent meeting held in Pittsburg, representatives of 98 per cent
of the nut, bolt, and rivet manufacturers of the United States and Canada
agreed on a reduction of from 20 per cent to 40 per cent in the prices of their
products without reducing wages. The schedule will be submitted to the Industrial Board of the Department of Commerce for ratification.

The Department of Overseas Trade (Development and Intelligence) and the
Association of British Motur and Allied Manufacturers (Limited) have completed
arrangements for the dispatch of an investigator to Australia, New Zealand,
India, and the Far East to ascertain the conditions and prospects in the abovementioned territories for the sale of British motor vehicles, their parts and
accessories. Among the subjects to be covered in the investigation will be
technical specifications of the cars most in demand, facilities for obtaining
fuel, road systems, Custom duties, legislative restrictions, importers, trade
organizations, method of competitors, transport facilities, etc. During his
mission the following places will be visited by the investigator: Ceylon,
Singapore, Batavia, Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Hobart,. Wellington,
Yokohama, Shanghai, Rangoon, Calcutta, and Bombay. The cost of the investigation is being defrayed in equal shares by the Association and the Government.

It is estimated that,
tion from the United States
officials report that since
been given passports by the
15,000 applications are now
alien is placed at $2,000.

since the signing of the armistice, alien emigrahas taken out something like $80,000,000. Customs
the signing of the armistice 40,000 persons have
consulates of their respective countries, and that
on file. The average sum in possession of each

The War Trade Board of the United States is planning to protect the
newly developed dye industry by careful censorship of all imports.
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As the international economic movement is towards Government
restriction of imports and Government assistance for the protection of
the home market and development of foreign trade, so emphasis is being
laid upon the necessity for increased production. The British Prime
Minister has told his countrymen that they will never get the maximum
of well-being in their country until they increase its productiveness.
"Improved welfare in every trade and in all trades put together depends
on increased efficiency. Wealth lies in production and production can
be enormously increased." The British Labor Party in conference has
said that "it is vital for any genuine social reconstruction to increase
the nation's aggregate annual production." During a debate in the British House of Commons on the urgsnt need of national economy, Mr. Austen
Chamberlain declared that the only way the country could bear the burden
of an expenditure which was going to be greater than its pre-war debt,
was "by increased efficiency, increased production, and a greater export
trade." So Mr. J. R. Clynes, M.P. for Manchester and one of the leaders
of British Labor, insisted that the working classes ought in their own
interests to understand that the war had left an enormous burden of debt
and not an enormous collection of wealth. The nation could not continue
to live upon its indebtedness. Escape from its difficulties could be
found only in a greatly increased volume of production which was impossible without work and organization.

.

The recently organized export association of the Canadian Biscuit
and Confectionery trade is meeting with splendid success. Already several
shipments in carload lots have been made to the British Isles, and the Association was recently offered a British contract for cake chocolate which was
double its exportable surplus. An order was accepted for the utmost that
the companies which are members of the Association could produce for export
within the time limit, and subsequent orders are confidently expected. The
Association is having no difficulty in securing British business and it also
hopes to develop extensive trade with South America.

The Sales Manager of the Campbell Company (manufacturers of Campbell's
prepared soups) states that there is every prospect of a large demand from
Europe for food stuffs of all kinds and no immediate prospect of a recession
in prices of either soups or canned goods.

-2Nineteen British industries have formed joint industrial councils under
the Whitley scheme and committes have been appointed and are now at work drafting constitutions for 18 other industries which will adopt joint councils as
soon as the constitutions are completed and adopted. Twenty-five other British
industries, less well organized, have formed interim industrial reconstruction
committees. Eight other great industries have established trade boards, upon
which masters and men are jointly represented.

Splendid work is being done for Canada by the Canadian Trade Mission in
London. Credits already established include $25,000,000 with Roumania,
$25,000,000 with Greece and $25,000,000 with Belgium. The $50,000,000 credit
with the British Government for Canadian lumber has also been concluded and
first payments have been made. Negotiations are proceeding with France, Italy
and Serbia. With France it is hoped to establish a credit of $10,000,000.
While such foreign credits provide an exceptional opportunity for Canadian
producers, they do not constitute an obligation to buy upon the foreign Government. It rests with the Canadian manufacturers to supply goods of the character
and standard required, and it is imperative in the interests of foreign trade
development that such products should be of the highest possible quality.

An Iowa dispatch states that the House of Representatives of that State
has passed a Senate measure declaring that human labor is not a commodity or
an article of commerce, and permitting organization of unions for improving
conditions of the workers.

Mr. G. I. Christie, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for the United
States, in an address at a recent meeting in Washington of the Agricultural
Commission of the American Bankers' Association, said that bankers should aid
farmers in making a more careful study of their operations and assist in determining the desirable and profitable lines to be followed. Regarding relations
between the farmers and townspeople, he said:"Individuals or groups of individuals who undertake to separate
themselves and their interests from those of the town are breaking down that
which has required years to build. Existing barriers between town and country
should be removed. The farmers and business men must work hand in hand for the
development of agriculture, the building of roads, schools, and churches, and
the establishing of strong, adequate, and attractive community centres."

-3-

With its tremendous increase in national debt and annual expenditures, it
is imperative that Canada should utilize every resource to develop domestic trade,
increase production, and capture foreign markets. In five years the net debt of
the Dominion has increased from 1335,996,860 to 1,420,000,000, which means an increase of from $43.49 to 160.72 for every man, woman and child in the Dominion.
The carrying charges on this debt, including interest and sinking funds, have
advanced from $1.96 per capita in 1913-1914 to an estimated $12.16 per capita
for 1919-20. During the war expenditure on consolidated fund account has risen
from $127,384,473 to an estimated $351,785,491 for the current fiscal year. In
the same period capital expenditures have jumped from $37,180,176 to an estimated
$85,893,581, exclusive of war expenditures which are estimated for the fiscal year
at $296,696,614. Further, during the period 1900-14 Canada borrowed $2,713,300,000
in excess of revenue for Federal, Provincial, municipal, industrial and other
purposes.
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Bolshevism was bitterly denounced by Samuel Gompers, President of the
American Federation of Labor, in his first address before the National Civic Federation after his return to America.
"All of you who know me or know of my attitude in regard to labor conditions know my absolute opposition to Bolshevism in theory and to Bolshevism
in fact," he said.
"In theory Bolshevism is an impossibility. In fact, if it were put
into operation, or could be put into operation, it would mean the decadence
or perversion of the civilization of our time. To me the story of the desperate Samson who pulled the Temple down on his head, is an example of what
is meant by Bolshevism. I am not willing that all of the genius of past
ages should be flung to the winds. And I am not willing that the little
aervice that I may have been able to render during the long years that I
have attempted to improve conditions in a constructive way should be destroyed by maddened desperation. And so may I say to you that it is well for
UB to see now that our own house is kept in order."

In a remarkable address before the Leeds Luncheon Club, Mr. W. A.
Appleton, Secretary of the General Federation of Trade Unions in Great
Britain, declared that one general misapprehension was that idleness made
for happiness. Continuing, he said, as reported in The London Times:If people who were striving for more leisure were only doing so in
order that they might do nothing, he was sure that they were not going
to be any happier. It wae the exercise of thought and creative capacity
that afforded the highest happiness. He was afraid we were getting into
trouble by imagining that shorter hours necessarily meant less unemployment.
The effect would be seriously to increase the cost of production and the
selling price in overseas markets. He feared they were making the mistake of assuming that the grievances of the minority were more important
than the welfare of the majority. They were having lightning strikes,
which were stopping production and holding up the whole country. We
were running after will o 1 the wispe, and later on we would have to pay
for the foolishness that had kept us more or less idle for the past three
months. Three occupations were to-day combining to compel the rest of the
workers to pay additions to their wages. He wanted the miners, the railwaymen, and the transport workers to have a good time, but they should
realize that every penny put upon the community handicapped the other fellow.

He wanted working people to get back to the old truth--"In the sweat of thy
face ehalt thou eat bread."

Referring to the numerous public inquiries that have been made into
industrial conditions in Great Britain lately, the London Times saye in
"Notes and Comments," in The Trade Supplement:"While we deprecate any attempt on the part of a section of the community to take advantage of the nation's present plight to advance its own
interests, regardless of those of others, we welcome the awakened interest
of the whole community in the conditions of labor, and particularly in the
housing of the people. The rate of wagee ie not the important point; what
matters ie the cost of the unit of labor in industry. The task before not
only statesmen but all leaders of thought is to convince the country that
prosperity can only come through persistent effort. A sane national trade
policy, the introduction of modern machinery, improved processes, and greater efficiency are all urgently needed. Yet all these things cannot of themselves bring prosperity to the community. The time has come to preach the
gospel of 'hard work, ' and not only to preach it but to take measures to see
that it ie followed, if this country is to be saved from insolvency."

Mr. Fred I. Kent, Director of the Division of Foreign Exchange of the
Federal Reserve Board of the United States, is on his way to Europe to study
the foreign exchange situation and to discuss with bankers of London, Paris
and Rome some arrangement for future credits for the purchase of commodities
in the United States.

The Bureau of Markets of the United States Department of Agriculture
ie sending abroad several agricultural trade commissioners to act as permanent representatives in foreign countries. They will report on agricultural conditions and will study the marketing and distribution of
United States farm products.

A Franco American Bureau has been formed for the development of comffierce
between France and the United States. A New York office has been opened for
the new Chamber of Commerce which aims to enable French goods to enter the
UniteJ States markets and to give French manufacturers the opportunity of
extending their sales in the United States. A Paris office is to be opened
shortly by United States exporters and manufacturers.

While there are at present no fewer than 992,000 persons in receipt of unemployment donations in Great Britain, 637,000 demobilized soldiers, or 79 per
cent, have been placed in employment, according to a statement by one of the
British Ministers.

It IP reported that seaweed paper ie being manufactured in Denmark for
newsprint and packing-paper purposes. Experiments are now being conducted
-V determine the feasibility of manufacturing better grades.
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The Canadian tariff ie not a sectional one but a national one. As
"Industrial Canada" says, not only the manufacturers need protection,
but also:1. The seven hundred thousand men and women who work in Canadian
factories.
2. The wholesalers and retailers and their employees, who distribute the products of the Canadian factories.
3. The farmers who sell 80 per cent of everything they produce in
Canada.
4. The railway and steamship companies and their employees who
carry Canadian goods.
5. The bankers, brokers, and commission agents, and their employees, who finance Canadian industry.
6. The innumerable investors who own stock in Canadian manufacturing concerns, but who are in no sense manufacturers.
7. All others—doctors, lawyers, insurance men, publishers,
etc.--who make their living, directly or indirectly, from industrial
concerns and the industrial population.

The United States Labor Department has received a report from the
Employers' Industrial Commission, which recently visited Great Britain,
to the effect that commercial and industrial leaders in the United Kingdom maintain that the greatest dargsr confronting business in the period
of reconstruction lies in the tendency to await a reduction in the prices
of materials and labor. These leaders doubt that wages will be
appreciably lowered and they state that whatever might be gained by a
later reduction in the cost of raw materials will be more than offset
by the benefits accruing in the immediate manufacture of needed
commodities.

According to the Neue Freie Presse of Vienna, February 4, the
Hungarian Minister of Agriculture has ordered that every landowner be
compelled to cultivate land hitherto farmed, and that every individual
hitherto an agricultural laborer or engaged in agriculture be compelled
10 continue to devote himself t« agricultural pursuits. Should any
landowner not be in a position, to cultivate his land himself he is to
be compelled to surrender it wholly or in part.

-2The Wall Street Journal states that United States bankers, headed by a group
of the leading New York institutions, are formulating plans which will probably be
in definite shape within a few weeks looking to the extension of great credits to
France, Belgium, Italy, Denmark and Sweden, and some other smaller nations, such
credits to be granted immediately following the settlement of peace conditions.
Mr. A. W. Ferrin, United States Commercial Attache at Melbourne, Australia,
in an address at Melbourne on April 16, said that he was of the opinion that the
new Australian tariff would be strongly protective, but that it would not have any
serious effect on American imports. In the first eight months of 1918, Australian
imports from the United States exceeded Australian exports to the United States by
nearly $8,000,000, while in 1912 the balance against Australia was nearly $40,000,000. Mr. Ferrin said that he believed that the stream of trade eventually would
balance. Australian exports in the future would consist largely of wool, tin,
hides, skins, and probably dairy products, while imports from the United States
would consist mostly of clothing, agricultural machinery and machine tools.
In Great Britain the National Agricultural Council, at the suggestion of its
Advisory Committee, has approved a resolution askirg the Beard of Trade to constitute a Whitley council for the agricultural industry to deal with all questions
other than those within the scope of the Wages Board. The Advisory Committee reported in favor of the appointment of county conciliation committees to deal with
disputes incipient in agriculture, composed of equal numbers of employers' and employees' representatives, with a court of appeal of a standing committee of the
N. A. C . , employers and employees to have equal representation on this body also.
A resolution on the lines of the report was carried.
"Production," the organ of the British Empire Producers' Organization, is
strongly emphasizing the necessity for combination amongst British employers. In
ite commentary, "From Month .to Month," it says in its last issue:"Facts, though distasteful, must be faced. The great handicap to British
industry in competition with Germany and America is, that in this country the
British community thinks in firms and not in industries. Both in America and Germany
individual firms in each industry are linked up in cartels and each cartel works
in foreign markets as a single unit, and not as a collection of independent firms
underselling one another in cut-throat competition."
M. Cels, Under-Secretary of State for Public Works, has outlined a vast
programme for the development of ports, railways, and river navigation in France.
It is proposed to make Marseilles one of the biggest ports in the world, increase
the port capacity of Algiers three-fold, construct extensive improvements at La
Pallice, the port for Bordeaux, and to develop the Rhone from the threefold standpoint of navigation, irrigation, and the production of electric power. The navigation of the Rhone ie to be completed by a canal joining the Rhone and the Rhine.
This new canal is designed to attract Alsace-Lorraine traffic and that of the Saar
coal-mines and Upper Alsace, and the working and industrial centres of Strassbourg,
Mulhouse, and Basel will be in touch with the Mediterranean.
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Speaking before the Manufacturers' Club of Philadelphia, Senator Primrose,
who will be chairman of the finance-tariff committee in the new senate, said:
"Once again we must take up the task under new and unprecedented conditions, of
framing a protective schedule which will provide adequate protection for American
capital and labor, and secure the industrial independence of the United States; a
protective tariff which will very largely insure the Mexican market to the American
producer, thus enabling us to maintain the high scale of wages required by our
living standards, and start the country once more upon a triumphal march of development and progress.
"We must prepare for it, not as heretofore, against foreign competition from
nations which were either free trade or largely had merely a protective tariff,
but as against industries of nations aided in every conceivable way by government,
subvention, subsidies, contracts, regulations, and tariffs. In other words, a
protective tariff system is more vitally necessary to the United States in the
immediate future than ever before in its history. Without its proper enactment,
distress and perhaps ruin, will stare our people in the face. We must proceed in a
heroic way."

Declaring that Canadian workers are now standing at the cross-roads, Mr. P. M.
Draper, Secretary of the Dominion Trades and Labor Congress, interviewed at Toronto
said that the workingmen of the Dominion "must decide whether they will take the
ro&d that leads to reconstruction, high wages, shorter working day, improved working conditions, better homes, share in the direction of industry, participation
in the profits of industry, and co-operation and representation on Government commissions and committees as advocated by the Dominion Trades and Labor Congress and the
American Federation of Labor, or the road that leads to strife, riot, revolution,
starvation and national bankruptcy, as they now have it in Russia." Mr. Draper recently returned from Paris where he acted as adviser to Sir Robert Borden on all
matters before the Conference and took part in the formulation of international
labor policies at the Labor Conference.

During the twelve months in which the Webb Act permitting combinations in
the United States for the development of export trade has been in force, over eighty
organizations have taken advantage of the measure and have filed papers with the
Federal Trade Commission.

-2In England and Wales the principles of the Whitley report are being applied to
the whole field of local Government activity. It has been decided to establish
separate joint industrial councils for gas, water, tramways, and electric services.
A constitution for a joint industrial council for the non-trading services has been
approved by the employers' associations and the trade unions concerned, and a
similar constitution is being drafted for the administrative, technical, and clerical departments.

A committee of nine manufacturers and nine representatives of organized labor
appointed at a conference convened by the North London Manufacturers Association
has completed consideration of the "basic principles" upon which they are of opinion
that any practical scheme of industrial partnership must be based. One of the fundamentals is that the rewards rightly due for services rendered are as follows:
Firstly, to Labor a reasonable living wage; secondly, to Capital in respect of money
secured by assets, a reasonable fixed rate of interest, sufficient to secure its
employment; thirdly, to Labor, 50 per cent of the net divisible profits, to Capital
50 per cent of the net divisible profits.

Urging development in the home market, the Canadian Labor Press in a special
article in its May issue, says:"There is an obligation upon all Canadians to buy domestic products, just as then
is an obligation upon manufacturers to supply commodities equal in merit to those of
foreign competitors. Every dollar spent for goods produced by Canadian labor means
better conditions for Canadian workers, and no goods purchased abroad are cheap that
take the place of our own labor and our own raw material. The Canadian Trade Commission has estimated that for every $1,000,000 retained in Canada by a refusal to buy
other than Canadian goods, a year's continuous employment can be given to at least
1,000 people."

The success of the movement in Great Britain for collective bargaining has been
euch that the Government, employers, and employees have approved of the appointment
of a National Industrial Council subject to necessary Government action and to
ratification by their respective organizations. Among individual industries, nineteen, have formed joint industrial councils under the Whitley scheme and committees
have been appointed and are now at work drafting constitutions for eighteen other
industries which will adopt joint councils as soon as the constitutions are completed
and adopted. Twenty-five other British industries, less well organized, have formed
interim industrial reconstruction committees. Eight other great industries have
established trade boards, upon which masters and men are jointly represented.
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While the Canadian Council of Agriculture is urging acceptance of the Reciprocity
Agreement of 1911, there is no indication that that agreement is now acceptable to
the United States. Indeed, there is strong American opposition to it.
In a special article in the Manitoba Free Press, Mr. J. A. Aiken, writing from
Washington, says: "The reciprocity pact of 1911 is regarded as obsolete, and not to
be considered as going into force by consent from Ottawa."
Mr. Wm. S. Culbertson, of the United States Tariff Commission, believes there
will be a tariff revision upwards after the next presidential election. He is interested in closer trade relations with Canada, but declares they cannot be established
on the basis of the Reciprocity Agreement. While technically the offer is still open,
he contends that the United States is not under any moral obligation. "We cannot
sacrifice the interests of our Middle West in favor of the Canadian V/est. Any
reciprocity agreement must rather take the form of concessions in non-agricultural
products."
Mr. Frank Lyon Polk, counsellor for the Department of State, says that the
Reciprocity Agreement would have to be reviewed by both Governments before any action
could be taken to put it into force.
Senator Warren G. Harding of Ohio, a former lieutenant-governor of the State and
Chairman of the Republican national convention of 1916, recalls the strong reaction,
especially in the border states, against the agreement in the United States after it
had been rejected by the people of Canada, and is confident that Congress would never
consent to that agreement.
Senator Francis E. Warren of Wyoming, who is likely to be chairman of the Senate
Committee on Committees says: "We are ready to consider a new trade arrangement, but
we consider that of 1911 as behind us and not to be put in force."

Die importance of the home market is emphasized by Chairman Fordney of tne Ways
and Meana Committee of the next United States Congress who has forecast a higher
tariff for the United States. "I am not in favor," he says, "of chasing rainbows
around the world to find a market for our surplus, which in amount is only about 7
per cent of our normal production, and at the same -uime neglect our home market and
open the bars to the flood of goods offered us, made by the cheap labor of the world,
to the detriment of our own laboring people."

-2Connienting on the announcement that the Australian Government is considering
• revision of the t a r i f f , the Guaranty Trust Company of New York says: "The
nviBion will be designed to serve the following ends: preserving those industries
ht into existence during the war; encouraging contemplated new industries;
ntinsion and diversification of existing enterprises. Australia's action is thus
i«f:nitely aimed at limiting the importation of goods which previously were bought
froa more highly industrialized nations, or if not to limit such importation, at
luit to place them upon a price basis which will make it possible to manufacture
iiiilir products in Australia to be sold in competition with those hitherto imported.
"* similar condition to that in which Australia now finds itself undoubtebly exists
in other countries, which, cut off from their customary sources by the war, organized
their own industries to make up for the lack. Half a dozen countries are now nursing
lltot Industries, and they find them threatened by the resumption of trade routes.
Since a general demand for tariff revision, subsidies, and similar government aids
to production,"

AJ a result of a referendum vote of the business interests of the country as
.••presented in trade and commercial organizations, the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States will recommend to Congress reconsideration of all anti-trust legislation. The Chamber submitted four propositions to be voted on. That asking Congress
'.: consider immediately all statutes constituting anti-trust legislation was carried
by* vote of 1,543 to 51, That proposing the formulation of standards of general
foulness conduct, to be administered by a supervisory body was carried by a vote of
1,259 to 389. On the point that an enlarged Federal Trade Commission should be made
the supervisory body, a favorable vote of 1,102 to 437 was recorded. The vote for an
increase in the membership of the Trade Commission to nine was also favorable, 1,104
10422.
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The British Government has just issued a White Paper containing a collection
reports from His Majesty's official representatives in Russia, from other British
B who have recently returned from ihat country, and from various independent
aes of various nationalities, covering the period of the Bolshevik regime from
' 1918 to the present date. The reports are accompanied by nothing in
iture either of comment or introduction, "since they speak for themselves in
ture which they present of the principles and methods of Bolshevik rule, the
ing incidents by which it has been accompanied, the economic consequences which
lowed from it, and the almost incalculable misery which it has produced."
nruction of industry in Central Russia is indicated in the following
from the British report on trade conditions in October last:Metal Trades. The metal trade was practically at a standstill, due to the
tage of fuel and raw materials, probably not more than 40 per cent of the plant
n all branches being in operation.
Linen Trade.- Production was 50 per cent of the normal and was gradually being
owing to shortage of flax (due to difficulties of transport) and fuel.
rkpeople w re starving and absenting themselves from their work searching for food.
en Trade.- Production was decreased 60 per cent owing to shortage of wool and
Similar conditions prevailed amongst the workpeople as elsewhere in Central
Russia.
Cotton Trade.- Production was decreased 60 per cent below normal. This
applies to all branches.
Silk Trade. The silk trade is practically dead. All supplies of silk from
ly, Japan, Central Asia, and the Caucasus being cut off anfl the stocks of silk
are now exhausted.
Paper Trade.- The paper trade has greatly decreased, probably the output of
•ills being 60 per cent of the normal.
Coal Trade.- In the coal trade production has been reduced 40 per cent. The
same applies to the peat industry.
Timber Trade.- Tracts of forests are being cut down for the use of the raili and industries, especially power stations, but the shortage of labor and disization of traffic prevented any serious results being attained. The shortage
fuel has caused the authorities to close the schools or to curtail the period of
instruction.
Agriculture. The only exception to this condition of under-production is in
iculture where extraordinarily high prices for food products has stimulated land
cultivation.

-2The brutal excesses of the Bolsheviks, as cited in the British White Paper,
recall the Bryce Report with its ghastly account of German brutality in Belgium.
The Bolsheviks are employing Chinese to carry out their plans of wholesale slaughter.
A British subject who left Moscow on December 1, says in a memorandum: "The number
of people who have been coldly done to death in Moscow is enormous. Many thousands
have been shot, but lately those condemned to death were hung instead, and that in
the most brutal manner. They were taken out in batches in the early hours of the
lorning to a place on the outskirts of the town, stripped to their shirts, and then
hung one by one by being drawn up at the end of a rope until their feet were a few
inches from the ground and then left to die. The work was done by Mongolian soldiers.
jting was too noisy and not sure enough. Men have crawled away after a volley, and
others have been buried while still alive. I was told in Stockholm by one of the
' representatives of the Esthonian Government that 150 Russian officers who were taken
:ners at Pskoff by the Red Guards were given over to the Mongolian soldiers, who
taied them in pieces . "
The British Consul at Vladivostock reported on January 14: The number of
cent civilians brutally murdered in Ural towns run into hundreds. Officers taken
prisoners by Bolsheviks here had their shoulder straps nailed into their shoulders,
lirls have been raped, some of the civilians have been found with their eyes pierced
out, others without noses, whilst twenty-five priests were shot at Perm, Bishop
todronick having been buried alive there."
The story of mutilations and tortures at Perm, as recorded by a member of the
British Red Cross Mission is a terrible one. He says that for rank barbarous brutality, the horrors which he has witnessed of Bolshevik legacies in the localities which
they evacuated, the tortures and mutilations performed on wounded and others before
death, baffle description. Even the ferocity of Turks in Armenia cannot be compared
tith what is now being done in Russia by Bolsheviks. Many seriously wounded were
taken from Kief hospitals and ruthlessly murdered in the streets. Bolsheviks forced
into the streets and shot men with abdominal wounds, broken limbs, and grave injuries
in other parts of their bodies. He recollects seeing officers being eaten by dogs in
the streets of Kief. Wife of Dr. Girsa's assistant herself saw an automobile load
of frozen bodies of dead officers being carried through the streets to a dumping
ground outside the town. These men were forced out of their homes in the middle of
the night, hospital beds were emptied, patients who were seriously ill were ruthlessly slaughtered, and men shot without mercy and without trial.
The following conditions are reported in the British white paper on Bolshevism
by eye-witnesses in Petrogad where the present population is probably not more than
500,000 and wholesale starvation has only been prevented by illicit trafficing in
food by 'sack-men'. All newspapers except the Bolshevik ones have been closed, and
their plant and property confiscated. All Government securities have been annulled
and all others confiscated. Safe deposits have been opened, and all gold and silver
articles confiscated. Payments by the banks from current or deposit accounts have
been stopped. It is forbidden to sell furniture or to move it from one house to
another without permission. Hundreds of houses have been requisitioned for official
or semi-official use, and thousands of unhappy residents have been turned out on the
etreets at an hour's notice with permission to take with them only the clothes they
stood in, together with one change of linen.

^•^

-3All owners and managers of works, offices, and shops, as well as members of the
leisured classes, have been called up for compulsory labor, first for the burial of
cholera and typhus victims, and later for cleaning the streets, &c. All goods lying
at the custom house warehouses have been seized and first mortgaged to the Government
Bank for 100,000,000 roubles. Any fortunate owner of these goods, which were not
finally confiscated, had the possibility of obtaining them on payment of the mortgage. All furniture and furs stored away have been confiscated. All hotels, restaurants, provision shops, are now closed after having had their stocks and inventories
conflocated. The food question in Petrogad has gone from bad to worse. Elaborate
food cards are given out each month covering all kinds of products, but for
months past nothing has been given out on them except bread, which has for the last
few weeks consisted of unmilled oats. There are now only three categories of food
cirde, the first being for heavy workers, the second for workers and the third for
non-workers. The last time bread was given out on the daily allowance on card one wae
half-a-pound, on card two quarter-pound, and on card three one-eighth pound.
Hundreds of people are dying weekly from hunger, which first causes acute swelling
of the features.
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While the British White Paper on Bolshevism gives no specific account of the
nationalization of women, General Knox in a special report from Vladivostock to the
far Office on March 4, gives the text of a document belonging to a Red Commissar
captured at the front, and quoted in the local press: "Herewith I certify that the
bearer. comrade Evdomikof, is allowed the right of acquiring a girl for himself and
no one may oppose this in any way, he is invested with full power which I certify."
Specific accounts of the nationalization of women, however, have been printed
from various sources. A Bolshevik decree issued by the Bolsheviks of Vladimir and
published in the official Socialist organ, "Izvestya," at the end of last year,
states that all girls having reached their eighteenth year are to be announced as the
property of the State and that any such girl not having married is obliged under the
aost severe penalties to register at the Bureau of Free Love at the Commissariat of
Surveillance, Having registered at this Bureau, she has the right to choose a cohabitant husband from among men between the ages of 19 and 50. The consent of the
men in the said choice is unnecessary, and the man on whom such a choice falls has
no right to make any protest. On the other hand the right to choose from a number of
girls who have reached their eighteenth year is given also to men. The opportunity
to choose a husband or a wife is to be presented once a month.
A special correspondent writing to The London Times from Helsingfors on March
11, stated that Stuchka, president of the Bolshevik Government of Lettland, had issued
a proclamation nationalizing women, and free love without restriction has been decreed for women from 17 to 45 years of age.
The London Times has published a translation of a proclamation that was posted
in Saratoff, East Russia, and was given effect to in a limited degree. The same
proclamation was posted in Ekaterinburg, where effect was also given to it for a few
days before the advent of the Czechs. "There need be no hesitation," The Times says,
"in accepting the decree as a genuine document." The proclamation read in part:This decree is proclaimed by the free association of Anarchists of the
town of Saratoff.
In compliance with the decision of the Soviet of Peasants', Soldiers',
and Workmen's Deputies of Kronstadt the private possession of women is abolished.
From March 1 the right to possess women of the ages of 17 to 32 is
abolished.
The former owners may retain the right of using their wives without
waiting their turns.
All women according to this decree are exempted from private ownership,
and are proclaimed to be the property of the whole nation.

-2The distribution and management of appropriated women, in compliance with
the decision of the above said organizations, are transferred to the Saratoff
Anarchists' Club. In three days from the date of publication of this decree all
women, given by it to the use of the whole nation, are obliged to present themselves to the given address, and to supply the required information.
Men citizens have the right to use one woman not oftener than three times a
week for three hours, observing the rules specified below.
Each man wishing to use a piece of public property should be a bearer of a
certificate from the Factories Committee, the Professional Union, or Workmen's
Soldiers' and Peasants' Council certifying that he belongs to the working family
class.
The chief of the Anarchists will be in charge of the temporary technical
measures relating to the realization of this decree.
All refusing to recognize and support this decree will be proclaimed enemies
cf the people and counter-Anarchists and will be held strictly responsible.
(Signed)
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SARATOFF, RUSSIA

Purchase of Canadian products is a national obligation during the reconstruction
period. Horns buying employs labor, maintains wages, stimulates production, and
increases prosperity.
The Canadian Trade Commission says; "For every million dollars retained in
Canada by a refusal to buy other than Canadian goods, a year's continuous employment
can be given to at least 1,000 people.
Canada exported last year unfinished products to the value of more than $900,000.000. If the manufacturing processes of even one-third of these had been completed in Canada, employment would have been given to at least 125,000 more workpeople, close to $125,000,000 would have been provided for additional wages and
8alaries, and the net value of Canadian products would have been increased by
approximately $275,000,000.
Canadian imports in 1918 totalled $906,954,900. If half this money had been
spent on Canadian products, it would have given employment to an additional 100,000
workmen, with an increased payroll of nearly $100,000,000.
To meet its great war debt and reconstruction obligations, Canada must increase
production, build up the home market, develop export trade.
Every dollar spent for goods produced by Canadian labor means better conditions
for Canadian workers, and no goods purchased abroad are cheap that take the place
of our own labor and our own raw material.
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Canada is the only country in the world where there is any pronounced
nation for tariff reduction. In the United States the movement for greater proi steadily gains strength. The majority of the members of the Ways and Means
tee of the House of Representatives have decided, after a full consideration
i business situation, to take up a general revision of the tariff at once Mr
porth, House leader of the Progressive wing of the Republican Party and a member
'ffaysand Means Committee, has also introduced the first tariff measure of the
The bill which is said to have the support of the Republican members of
Committee deals primarily with dye-stuffs but includes also products employed in
cing arugs, photographic developers, flavors and explosives. Special interest is
to the bill, not because of its specific clauses, but because it is the first
L expression of the higher tariff movement. The following comparative table
the rates now in force under the special war measure passed September 8 1916
first war revenue bill, and the rates proposed by the Longworth bill'Present_Legis2aUon_.

Group 1.- Small number of
coal tar products.
Group 2.- Long list of
products, apparently
largely raw materials
used in the manufacture
of finished products.
Group 3.- Mostly finished
dye stuffs, and other
chemical preparations.

Longworth Bill.

Free.
2£ cents per pound,

Free.
6 cents per pound

plus 15 per cent

plus 35 per cent

ad valorem.
5 cents per pound,
plus 30 per cent
ad valorem.

ad valorem,
ten cents per pound,
plus 50 per cent
ad valorem.

The National Association of Manufacturers of the United States, in session in
fork, warmly approved the action of the United States Tariff Commission in remmending to Congress the enactment of a bargaining tariff. In a special report
Committee on Readjustments declared that such a measure has been consistently*
ocated by many leading business men and the decision of the Tariff Commission
be highly commended. "Desirable as such a measure was before the war it has
become essential to our commercial development," the Committee said. "Our new
influential position in foreign commerce and finance makes imperative a bargainfor the protection of American commercial interests in foreign countries "
• a score of American industries have written to Chairman Fordney of the Ways and
laqe Committee of the House of Representatives urging the necessity for protective
rfl not only for the purpose of fostering the infant industries that were started
ing the war, but to prevent the dumping of goods upon the United States market
cing before the American Brush Manufacturers' Association Mr. J G McKenzie'
•tated that the brush manufacturers of the United States would make a dete'rmined
for a high tariff to protect their industry, and that they believed that they
Ounce of having their demands granted and incorporated in the forth%f. Mr. McKenzie said that a demand should be made for a tariff rate of
^""

-2100 per cent. The present duty is 45 per cent, having been reduced from 50 per cent
in the Underwood Tariff of 1913.

Mr. Thomas R. Marshall, Democratic Vice-President of the United States, speaking
at the convention of the American Cotton Manufacturers Association at Atlantic City,
made tne following striking statement on the tariff:"What danger there may be to the Republic from an influx of foreign goods I do
not know. Time was when, theoretically, I was a tariff-for-revenue Democrat, practically a free-trader, but every principle known to economic man has been jostled out
of position by the war and I find myself very much in hope that the Tariff Commission,
while refraining from giving bonuses for service unperformed by the manufacturers of
this country, will take care to see that they have an even start in the race for the
commercial supremacy of the world."

The suppression of industry under Bolshevism is supported by so much evidence
that additional proof is hardly required, but in the Economic Supplement of the
Review of the Foreign Press issued by the General Staff of the British War Office,
there is an extract from the "Izvestiya," one of the two dally papers whose publication has been permitted in Moscow and which is edited by leading Bolshevists. The
statement, which deals with conditions last December, reads: "With a very few
exceptions the great mass of our employees are inert, apathetic and unnerved, incapable of any initiative and creative labour. Socialisation and the requisition of the
factories have led to absolute chaos in the timber and paper manufacturing industries.
How bad the workers' situation is, is shown by a resolution carried in Ivanov,
which reads in part as follows: "Since the middle of June no bread has been issued
in the government. The workers have not the strength to go on starving. We protest
against the policy of the central power which has brought the working classes in this
government to the verge of death by starvation."

!

!

Contending that an unfair appropriation of Federal revenue is now raised in the
United States through the taxation of personal and industrial corporate income, the
special Committee on Taxation of th= National Association of Manufacturers of the
United States, says:"Your committee's investigations have convinced it that an unfair proportion of
Federal revenue is now raised through the taxation of personal and industrial
corporate income. We believe this to be not only an unfair but an unsound public
policy, for, in addition to the unequal distribution of the tax burden by consolidating rather than distributing contribution to the support of the Government, it tends
to relieve a vast proportion of our population of personal interest in, or concern
about, the cost of Government or the system through which it is met. Direct contribution to the support of the revenue system interests every individual to the extent
of his participation and emphasizes a responsibility of citizenship.
"Your committee observes, with concern, that the tendency established out of
war-tame necessity to rest the great burden of taxation upon personal and corporate
income by direct excise threatens to continue and become crystallized into a peacetime policy. We believe that public and political attention should be earnestly and
emphatically directed toward the imposition of sales, tariff and consumption taxes,
which tend to operate upon expenditure, as well as income, are simple in operation
and conveniently and inexpensively administered. This is particularly true of a
well-devised non-cumulative sales tax."
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France is to increase its protective duties. The French Minister of Finance
has laid before the French Parliament proposals for increased taxes, including
ad valorem surtaxes on imports. Increased prices have resulted in a decreased
percentage of protection by specific duties and the Minister's proposal calls for ad
• valorem surtaxes on manufactured goods to give the same relative protection as before
;he war. The import duties are mentioned as accompanying a progressive removal of
-pert prohibitions. The French import duties are nearly all specific in form
and, as prices nave advanced, the present rates represent a much lower ad valorem
duty than before the war.

Mr. Roger Culver Tredwell, United States Consul at Petrograd, has forwarded to
Department of State at Washington a statement of his observations regarding
Bolshevik rule. He says that he wishes to give, without prejudice, the result of
observations made in the course of almost two years in Russia.
The effect of Bolshevism, he says, has been to replace the bureaucracy of the
Czar by dictatorship of new and more ignorant oppressors of the Russian people.
The Bolshivik army, as a rule, lacking discipline, is feared and hated by the railway
workers, who object to the policy of the present regime, and to the augmented number
inor officials with unnecessary functions. Discontent is found particularly among
.ower classes, who are finding working conditions worse than before. Because of
the valueless paper currency, the peasants have no incentive to produce crops beyond
thoee necessary for their own immediate needs, and are willing only to exchange crops
ir nanufactured articles.

Cut of the total direct levy on incomes by the Federal Government, during the
war, the agricultural community has been assessed for only about 54/100 of 1 per cent,
;rl.. 164 of the total. Excluding the Business Profits War Tax, farmers have only
been assessed for 3.88 per cent of the total of the entire assessment under the Income
Tax Law.
Replying to questions put on the order paper by Sir Herbert Ames, Sir Thomas
Ihitt has stated in the House of Commons that the aggregate assessment under the Income
lar Tax Act of 1917, of all persons giving their vocation as farmers or stock raisers
was 1417,349.10. The total amount assessed on incomes under clause 4 of the Income
Tax Act of 1917 was also returned as $10,031,094.28. Nearly all of this amount
represents taxation of personal income, for the reason that many companies which
would otherwise be assessable for income under the Income War Tax Act are not so
liable- because of a larger assessment under the Business Profits War Tax Act.

-2In reply to a question regarding collections from the Business Profits War
Tax, Sir Thomas White has given the following figures:1916-17

$12, 506,516.72

1917-18

21,271,083.57

1918-19

_3_2.li7_°_l°6_Ll8_1

Total
$66,747,662.10
The actual assessment is larger than this total but the Minister stated that
information as to how much remained for collection could not be supplied, as a number of returns were being held for adjustment.
From the figures given above, it is apparent that the non-agricultural population—and in reality the industrial interests of the country, exclusive of farmers
or farners' organizations—have paid in present income taxes, or are liable to pay,
$9,613,745.18 on personal income account, and $66,747,662.10 in Business Profits War
Tax, a total of $76,361,407.28 as compared with a direct levy upon agriculturists,
»ho represent approximately 50 per cent of our population, of only $417,349.10.

In view of Mr. Lloyd Harris's appeal for financial organization for the
development of foreign trade, it is interesting to note that Mr. Paul M. Warburg,
•ho is recognized as one of the ablest financiers in the United States, in an
address before the Bond Club in New York endorsed the "investment trust" as the most
desirable agency for dealing with the problem of financing foreign purchases in the
United States. He suggested that investment houses all over the country might join
in such a trust, which would purchase foreign securities, thus enabling American exporters to finance sales abroad. In turn the investment trust would offer the foreign, or its own, securities to the public in the United States. In this way not
only would the problem of foreign credits largely be solved, but the American people
would be encouraged to save and invest in sound securities.
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The effectiveness of group organization in the development of foreign trade is
indicated by the success of the recently organized "Biscuit and Confectionery Industries of Canada," which association includes ten Canadian firms engaged in the manufacture of biscuits and confectionery. To date business tc the value of approximately
1750,000 has been booked, of which nearly $700,000 is for the United Kingdom, and the
balance for the West Indies and South American countries. The orders for England are
all for confectionery, while those from South America are largely for biscuits but with
some orders also for confectionery.

The Government of France has signed a decree approving the creation of a new French
_Rational Bank for foreign trade with a capital of 100,000,000 francs (approximately
120,000,000). The new institution is designed to grant long-term credits to French
importers.

H
The New York Journal of Commerce states that German machinery is being sold in
Holland at prices with which the Dutch manufacturers cannot compete. The machines in
question are made by Krupps and sold for less than cost price.

Mr. Frank A. Vanderlip, formerly President of The National City Bank, in an address before the Merchants' Association of New York City, said: "The nation which dominates the world will be the nation which solves-the problem of industrial peace." To
end, Senator Edge, of New Jersey, has introduced into Congress a resolution calling for appointment of a Federal Commission to devise a policy of co-operation between
the employing and employed elements of the United States. The resolution proposes that
the Commission should report a plan for a permanent joint council with representation
of these two elements for discussion of any and all subjects of Individual and mutual
interest to them. Under the plan the Commission would be composed of 8 members, 4 of
them employers and 4 employees. It is proposed by the resolution that the Commission
should be appointed by the President and that it should report its findings not later
than January 1st.

The problem of providing long-term credits to European countries' is now receiving greater attention in the United States than at any time since the armistice was
signed. Mr. Eugene Meyer Jr., Managing Director of the War Finance Corporation, ie
about to leave for France to consider the problem, not only as head of the War Finance Corporation, but also as the representative of Hon. Carter Glass, Secretary of

-2-

the Treasury. A Washington despatch to The Wall Street Journal says that it is generally understood in Washington that Mr. Meyer is going abroad to advise a credit system.
The despatch adds: "None of the bankers who have been abroad has been able to work
out an adequate plan. The project is entirely too big for even groups of private
interests. A credit consortium has been discussed but no conclusions have been
possible."
Senator Owen, of Oklahoma, has suggested organization of a billion dollar corporation to extend long credits to those in Europe who are in need of facilities of this
kind. His proposal is that the United States Government should be a member of the corpo
ration and that the Government and the banks of the country together should provide
half of the capital, while the remaining half should be obtained by private subscription
In the meantime, financial interests in New York, with the assistance of the Federal Re
serve Board, are giving consideration to the formation of group export corporations
for «rheat, copper, steel, tobacco, and other American products similar to the organisation for handling foreign sales of cotton. It is planned to give the group corporations the backing of a central securities corporation, which would draw its funds
from the investing public, furnishing perhaps hundreds of millions of dollars to finance the shipment of raw materials to the countries lately at war, so that they may
return to work and pay off their debts to the United States.

There is an intimate economic relationship between agriculture and industry.
Industrial Canada largely provides the market which absorbs be.tween 80 and 85 per cent
of the agricultural products of the Dominion. No less than 2,000,000 Canadians are
directly dependent for their livelihood upon the continued prosperity of Canadian manufacturing establishments. In 1917 these establishments gave employment to 700,000
persons and paid over $550,000,000 in wages and salaries. They represented an aggregate capital investment of $2,772,517,680, and the value of their products was in excess of $3,000,000,000.
Reports on specific industries now being issued by the Domminion Bureau of Statistics show that the iron and steel industry in 1917 provided a market for the products
of other industries to the value of over $200,000,000. It represented a capital
investment of $307,407,980. The total value of its products was $400,385,086. It
employed over 77,000 persons and paid $78,737,983 in salaries and wages. So, the
Canadian woolen manufacturing industry in the -same year gave employment to over 25,000
persons, produced goods to the value of over $578,000,000, and represented a capital
investment of $64,472,747.
Special reports published by the pulp and paper industry for the last year show that
it represented a total capital investment of $186.000,000, employed 25,000 persons, and
paid $20,500,000 in wages.
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The salient features which constitute the programme of Bolshevism as it exists
to-day in Russia are summarized as follows by the Overman Committee of the United
Stiles Senate which has just issued its report on German Propaganda and Bolehevism:Ill The repudiation of democracy and the establishment of a dictatorship.
12] The confiscation of all land and the improvements thereon.
IS) The confiscation of all forests and natural resources.
(4J The confiscation of all live stock and all agricultural implements.
15) The confiscation of all banks and banking institutions and the establishlent of a State monopoly of the banking business.
(6) The confiscation of all factories, mills, mines, and industrial institutions and the delivery of the control and operation thereof to the employees therein.
'?; The confiscation of all churches and all church property, real and personal.
(8) The confiscation of all newspapers and periodicals and all mechanical
facilities and machinery used in the publication thereof.
(9) The seizure and confiscation of all public meeting places and assembly halls.
(10) The confiscation of all transportation and communication systems.
111) The confiscation of the entire estate of all decedents.
(12) The monopolizing by tho State of all advertisements of every nature, whether
newspapers, periodicals, handbills, or programmes.
(13) The repudiation of all debts against the Government, and all obligations
due the non-Bolshevist elements of the population.
(14) The establishment of universal compulsory military service regardless
of religious scruples and conscientious objections.
(15) The establishment of universal compulsory labor.
(16) The abolition of the Sunday school and all other schools and institutions
that teach religion.
(1?) The absolute separation of churches and schools.
(18) The establishment, through marriage arid divorce laws, of a method for the
legalization of prostitution, when the same is engaged in by consent of the parties.
(19) The refusal to recognize the existence of God in governmental and judicial
proceedings.
'20) The conferring of the rights of citizenship on aliens without regard to
lergth of residence or intelligence.
'21) The arming of all so-called "toilers," and the disarming of all persons
rtat have succeeded in acquiring property.
(22) The discrimination in favor of residents of cities and against residents
of the rural districts through giving residents of cities five times as much voting
power as is accorded to residents of rural districts in such elections as are
permitted.
f23) The disfranchisement of all persons employing any other person in connection with their business.
(24) The disfranchisement of all persons receiving rent, interest, or dividends.

-2(25) The disfranchisement of all merchants, traders, and commercial agents.
(26) The disfranchisement of all priests, clergymen, or employees of churches
tnd religious bodies.
(27) The denial of the existence of any inalienable rights in the individual
citizen.
(28) The establishment of a judicial system exercising autocratic power, convicting persons and imposing penalties in their absence, aand without opportunity to
be heard, and even adopting the death penalty for numerous crimes and misdemeanors.
(29) The inauguration of a reign of fear, terrorism, and violence.
The Overman Committee cf the United States Senate on German Propaganda and
Bolshevism says that if the Bolshevists secured control of the United States as they
hive of Russia, millions of farmers would be deprived of the right of participation
in the affairs of government and substantial elements of the rural population would
to subjected to special repression and restrictions. "Under the revolutionary fornla the voting power of the cities would be five times as great as that of the rural
cownitics, the ratio of the representation in cities being 1 to every 25,000 of the
population, v/hile that of the rural districts would be only 1 to every 125,000 of the
population. In the United States the rural population under the 1910 census was considerably in excess of the urban. We must also remember that the application of the
formula would include the disarming of all disfranchised classes and the arming to
the teeth of the criminal and alien elements. "It would result in the confiscation by the Government thus constituted of the land cf the United States including
6,361,502 farms, of which 62.1 per cent, or 3,948,722 farms, are owned in fee by the
fanners who cultivate them and represent the labor and toil of a life-time. On the
farms cf the United States there are improvements, machinery, and live stock to the
value of $40,991,449,090, (census of 1910), all cf which would be confiscated with
the land."
"Bolshevism accords to the family no such sacred place in society as modern
civilization accords to it. Conflicting reports have been passing current during
the last few months relative to the nationalization of women by the new Russian
Government. Two or three local Soviets have apparently thus degraded the womanhood
of their particular districts, but the central Government has refrained from adopting any such policy in the whole nation. They have, however, promulgated decrees relating to marriage and divorce which practically establishes a state of free love.
Their effect has been to furnish a vehicle for the legalization of prostitution by
permitting the annulment of the marriage bonds at the whim of the parties, recognizing their collusive purposes as a ground for the severance of the matrimonial state."
—Report of the United States Senate Committee on German Propaganda and Bolshevism.
"One cf the most appalling and far-reaching consequences of an application of
Bolshevism in the United States would be found in the confiscation and liquidation of
Us life insurance companies... Almost 50,000,000 life insurance policies, representing nearly $30,000,000,000 of insurance, the substantial protection of the women and
children of the nation, would be rendered valueless."
Resort of the United States Senate Committee on German Propaganda and Bolshevism.
"Complete control of all banking institutions and their assets is an essential
part of the (Bolshevist) revolutionary programme, and the 31,492 banks in the United
States would be taken over by the Government and the savings of millions, including
11,397,553 depositors drawing interest on accounts in savings banks, and consequently
belonging to the so-called bourgeois or capitalistic class, jeopardized."
-Report cf the United States Senate Committee on German Propaganda and Bolshevism.
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The protectionist movement in Great Britain is reflected in British financial
hods. The United States Commissioner in London in a report to the Department of
e and Commerce at Washington says that the present British financial policy, as
lected in the maintenance of the embargo on gold exports, removal of restrictions on
the issuance of capital for domestic enterprises and removal of the peg in sterling exshange in New York, "indicates a policy of extreme caution, of protecting bank reserves
me, and of providing ample credit for industry as against the former policy of-maingat all cost British supremacy in world finance by the maintenance of sterling
jxchange at par, and of maintaining the cheapest commodity market in the world by prenting an expansion of the currency, which would raise the price of goods." The Comliesioner adds: "We have, in other words, a reflection on the financial side of the
rotectioniet sentiment, which has been developed in the country and which may be necessary at this critical time in British history, but which is none the less a departure from British traditions of free trade, free gold movements, and control of world finance and world trade by the maintenance of world markets through the policy of lowest
torld prices."

The industrial awakening of the West is an outstanding fact of the reconstruction
period. Both Manitoba and Alberta have established machinery to promote industrial
expansion. Last April Western members of the House of Commons organized a Natural Resources Committee which will probably develop into a permanent body, and now they are
active in promoting development of the Pacific trade routes. They want a commission
appointed ty the Government for this purpose and they have created a special committee
consisting of the following members to press their views upon the House and the Country:
G. W. Allan, Winnipeg; H. H. Stevens, Vancouver; Dr. F. S. Tolmie, Victoria; Dr. W. D.
Cowan, Regina; and W. A. Buchanan, Lethbridge. Mr. M. A. Brown, Mayor of Medecine Hat
and President of the Alberta Industrial Development Association who has been the leading spirit in promoting the Alberta Industrial Congress which is to be held in August,
has been active in the movement for development of the Pacific trade routes and is
wroly supporting all efforts towards Western industrial expansion. Arrangements for
se Industrial Congress are now well advanced. Speaking of this Congress at a recent
inner at the Palliser Hotel, Calgary, the President of the C. P. R. said: "I wish to
assure you that, in my opinion, this is one of the most advanced steps ever taken in
the lest
Nothing could do more to arouse public support toward the end of indusexpansion here and in attracting the manufacturer from elsewhere and interesting him in your great natural advantages
Nothing will provoke a better feeling than
; Knowledge on the part of the East of the conditions obtaining in the West and a
knowledge of the people of the West of conditions in the East." Fully twenty thousand
invitations have already been sent out to business and financial men in Canada and

-2the United States to attend the Congress, and arrangements are being completed for what
will undoubtedly be an outstanding event in the industrial history of the Dominion.
There has been frequent official testimony to the industrial stagnation in Russia.
Concerning this ruination of industry, the Overman Committee of the United States Senate,
which has just completed its investigations into German propaganda and Bolshevism, says:
"Confiscation, under the milder term of nationalization, has eliminated from all industrial establishments such as factories, mills, and mines the business acumen and scientific methods necessary to successful operation and competitive methods. This has been
ollcwed by the stagnation of the industrial life of the country, and even those nationalized industries which have been able to operate under Government control have
operated at an enormous percentage of loss, the deficiencies being met from the unlimited issue of fiat paper money printed by the Government. The nationalization of the
enterprises essential to the production and delivery of raw materials has so handicapped
••reduction as to restrict the quantity of raw materials available for the mainmince of industrial enterprises, and the whole economic condition of Russia has made
\e to secure relief from foreign sources."

"The apparent purpose of the Bolshevist Government is to make the Russian citizen,
and especially the women and children, the wards and dependents of that Government.
Rot satisfied with the degree of dependency incurred by the economic and industrial
control assumed by its functionaries, it has destroyed the moral obligation of the
father to provide, care for and adequately protect the child of his blood and the mother
of that child against the misfortunes of orphanhood and widowhood."
-Report of the United States Senate Committee on German Propaganda and Bolshevism.

The formation of a huge investment trust or debenture company for the provision of
credits to European Governments is proposed by Mr. H.P. Davison of the J. P. Morgan
Company of New York. He suggests that such an organization, including banking institutions and private bankers in all parts of the United States, should purchase the obligations of foreign Governments and sell its own debentures to the American public. It
ie further proposed that loans might be advanced to other public borrowers of Europe,
:h as municipalities and government-owned railroads. For financing European indus,ri»B and other private borrowers, Mr. Davison proposes that industrial concerns in
ited States engaged in the same line of manufacture might organize themselves into
associations, each group financing the sale of its products to corresponding industrial
6.-;-j?3 in Europe.
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Condemning Bolshevism, at the third annual conference of the National Democratic
and Labor Party (British Workers' League), Mr.J. A. Seddon, M. P., President, said
that the primary function of the party was national reconstruction. Two things were
wential to the realization of the progress they sought—the declaration of a prinCiplfi and its incarnation in action. The principle underlying their programme recognized the people—not a section, however powerful—but all classes forming the
Mtion. The sovereignty of selfishness spelt despotism or anarchy. The sovereignty
of democratic rule must transform social wrongs and conform to the undying elements
in human nature--love of country, liberty, association, the family, and personal
rights -otherwise it had neither value nor meaning. Revolution in a democratic State
was the apex of insanity, the reflex of weakness and the instrument of intellectual
and self-seeking bullies. They stood resolute and immovable against the Bolshevist
madness of Russia or their would-be imitators here. Equally they sought to resist and
destroy the social cancer of undeserved poverty, the blight of undeveloped childhood,
whether of mind or body, the gaunt spectre of old age in want through ill-requited toil

The Industrial Protection League has been inaugurated in Melbourne under the
patronage of Mr. W. A. Watt, acting .Prime Minister. "The policy of the League," according to the Sydney correspondent of the London Times, "predicates high protection,
its general purpose being set out as that of bringing to bear upon Parliament such
pressure of public opinion as v/ill compel the Legislature to give Australian producers
command of their own domestic markets and facilitate the development of a great export
trade and of supporting candidates who will vote for an efficient protective tariff to
Australian industries, especially key industries, which will make Australia as far as
possible independent of external supplies."

The 191? statistics of Canadian manufacturing industries which are being issued by
» Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, provide convincing evidence of the national
value of industrial development and are timely in view of the tariff agitation which
tjnds to conceal the close economic relationship between farm and factory.
The last census of Canadian manufactures in 1917, shows that the 34,380 manufacturing establishments in the Dominion represented an aggregate capital investment of
$2,772,517,660. These establishments gave employment to 700,000 persons, and paid over
$550,000;000 annually in wages and salaries. The value of their products was in excess
of $3,000,000,000, of which $1,602,820,631 represented the cost of materials used and
$1,412,686,238 the additional value given to the products by manufacturing processes.
In the case of specific industries, the iron and steel industry in 1917 provided
a market for the products of other industries to the value of over $200,000,000. It
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represented a capital investment of $307,407,980. The total value of its products was
1400,385,086. It employed over 77,000 persons and paid $78,737,983 in salaries and
wages. So, the Canadian woolen manufacturing industry in the same year gave employment to over 25,000 persons, produced goods to the value of over $78,000,000, and represented a capital investment of $64,472,747. Statistics of the milling industry,
which have just been issued by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, are as follows:FLOUR AND GRIST MILL PRODUCTS, 1917.

Number of Establishments
Capital
Employees on Salaries
Salaries
Employees on wages
Wages
Cost of Materials
Value of Products

No.
1
No.
9
No.

*
$
I

1,098

72,573,982
1,486
1,953,695
5,428
4,339,102
183,586,936

224,191,735

The Canadian pulp and paper industry in 1917 represented a total capital investment
of $186,000,000, employed 25,000 persons, and paid $20,500,000 in wages.
The Canadian milling industry in the same year gave employment to 6,914 persons,
paid $6,292,797 in salaries and wages, and represented a total capital investment of
$72,573,982, while the total value of its products was $224,191,735. The figures given
above for specific industries afford striking testimony to the national value to Canada
of industrial development. Over 2,000,000 Canadians are directly dependent for their
livelihood upon the continued prosperity of Canadian industries,

Advocating development of the home market, imperial preference, and trade within
the Empire, Mr. Hughes, the Australian Prime Minister, speaking on home markets and
Imperial ties at a luncheon of the British Empire Producers' Organization in London,
said:"How can the Empire make for the men who saved it a place worthy of them if it has
not control of its own trade and industry? The workers demand, and rightly, their
place in the sun, better wages, better conditions of labor. But how are these things
to be assured unless the Empire has a policy which will ensure the development of its
great resources in raw materials, ensure trade for its mercantile marine, and such control of its home markets as to ensure employment for its own people? There are the
home markets and the foreign markets; both are .good, but the foreign market without the
home market is like a house built upon quicksands—it cannot endure. That nation which
has a policy which ensures its home markets for its own producers is best equipped for
the intense competition that will most certainly exist in the foreign markets.
Organization is essential to success in modern industry and commerce. Effective organization is impossible without some control of the home markets. And Germany is
•till the best organized country in the world.
"Nothing is more certain than that unless a definite policy is adopted that will
give British manufacturers a preference in the home markets and to the Oversea Dominions » larger market within the Empire for their raw materials—not only will Imperial
trade suffer, but the Empire itself will tend to disintegrate, for the surest tie
la that of mutual self interest. The Dominions must develop their great heritage, and
to do this they must find regular and profitable markets for an ever-increasing supply
of raw materials."
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The Canadian agricultural implement industry represents an invested capital of
$80,000,000, employs over 20,000 persons, and pays $20,000,000 in wageb and salaries
annually. In a recent address to the farmers of Huron County, Mr. Thomas Findley,
President of the Massey-Harris Company, said:"We could make implements in Canada under free trade, but to make as much money we
would have to remove part of our industry to another country. That removal I do not
wieh to contemplate, because it means the enrichment of another country at the expense
of this. As to this the manufacturer also pays duty. But if we were to say on that
account we want to go to the other country and ship the finished articles from there,
though we should make as much money under free trade in thia country, it would mean
firs; p u t t i r g the industry upon the ether side of the line. It would mean putting the
people who make their wages in the industry on the other side of the line. The capital and the employment would go out of Canada. That is what is involved by the attack upon the tariff on the claim that it affords protection to particular industries."

The St. Louis Chamber of Commerce has approved a plan for formation of a million
dollar corporation to build homes for sale on time payments to men working for wage?
or salary.

By Presidential decree dated June 14th, customs duties on goods imported into
France and Algeria have been increased by ad valorem surtaxes, payable in addition to
the specific rates fixed by the customs t a r i f f . These surtaxes apply to 411 different items in the French t a r i f f , including a large number of manufactured articles,
but not to food products, raw materials and other items of which France is in need and
the importation of which would not interfere with French industry. Textile products,
including yarns, threads and tissues, are emitted from the schedule and no immediate
increase in the duties on such imports is established, as importation of textile prolucta continues to be subject to strict regulation.
The surtaxes are upon the value of the imports at the time and place of clearance
rough the French customs, but not including the import duties. They range from 10
3 40 per cent ad valorem as an addition to duties under the general tariff and from
5 to 20 per cent ad valorem in cases of imports to which the minimum tariff is applicabli.
Introducing into the French Chamber of Deputies the bill providing for increased
duties M. Klotz, the Minister of Finance, said:
"The re-eetabli~hment of commercial freedom, which must be as complete
ail rapid as possible, renders an examination of the customs tariff absolutely neceseary. The customs duties laid down in the miinimum tariff for
manufactured articles were calculated so as to represent for our industries
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a compensation for the excess charges which they bear as compared with
their foreign competitors. But owing to the considerable increase in the
price of goods, these duties have to a large extent lost their value and
cannot, therefore, any longer fulfil the duty of protection for which they
were established."
The situation is more easily understood when it is remembered that the French import duties are nearly all specific in form and that they were adopted at a time when
the average prices were much lower than at the present time and when the duties were
iquivalent to a higher proportion of the actual value of the goods.
Canadian and British products may still be imported into France under the French
Minimum tariff and as the surtaxes applicable to such imports are leee than under the
general tariff v/hich applies to imports from the United States, the effective preference to Canada on certain goods is slightly increased. The commercial convention between Canada and France terminates on September 10, 1919, however, unless renewed, and
it is expected that any extension at the present time will only be of a temporary
character.

The final report of the Cost of Living Committee is an interesting and instructive
document. The Committee, which held forty-eight sessions and examined witnesses relative to a wide rarge of commodities, including such necessaries as meat and meat products, butter, eggs, flour, groceries, clothing, boots and shoes, and fuel, came,
among others, to the following important conclusions:1. That so far as your Committee are able to discern no material reduction in
the cost of such commodities as above indicated can be expected, except by increasing
the volume at a lower cost of production or by lowering the cost of distribution.
2. Your Committee do not presume 'to say that there are no cases of undue inflation in prices, or of profiteering, but in the main it was their opinion that,
having in mind the service which the consuming public demand, the margin between the
actual cost of production and what the consumer pays for such commodities is reasonably narrow.
The report of the Committee should have the widest possible circulation, not only
because of the sound economic reasons which determined the Committee's conclusions,
but because of the equally sane remedy advised for correcting present conditions. The
CoBDittee says:"Get our me:; back into productive industry as rapidly as possible. Every war in
6 past hac resulted in greatly increased prices of commodities and the only way in
nations have been able to rehabilitate themselves in the post-war periods has
been by intensive application to productive industry. Having said this, your Committee
feel that they should leave the subject without strongly urging what they con3er to be Ihe paramount necessity at the present time, namely: the need of getting
r People tc see the situation as it is. Canada must get more men into productive
rity if our people are going to cope with the conditions now confronting them. Your
•.desire to emphasize the need of united effort in order to restore the waste
.. las; five years BO that Canada may be brought back to normal conditions. In
the final analysis the solution of the whole problem rests in a willingness on the
part of all the Canadian people to seize and make use of the splendid opportunities
before them."

••»
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Representative Young of North Dakota, a Republican and a member of the Ways and
Means Committe= of the House of Representatives to which t a r i f f legislation is referred, has introduced a bill in Congress repealing the Reciprocity Act of 1911 and
the reciprocal provisions in the Underwood tariff law dealing with wheat and potatoes.
Automatically, under the Underwood law, the tariff on wheat, wheat flour, semolina,
and potatoes, from Canada into the United States, was removed when the Dominion put
i American products on the free list. Mr. Young now proposes to repeal the following two sections of the Underwood law which places certain articles on the free list:"Paragraph 581. Potatoes and potatoes dries, dessicated or otherwise prepared, not
specially provided for in this section; provided that any of the foregoing specified
articles shall be subject to a duty of 10 per centum ad valorem when imported directY or indirectly from a country, dependency or other sub-division of government which
imposes a duty on such articles imported from the United States."
"Paragraph 644. Wheat, wheat flour, semolina and other wheat products, not specially provided for in this section; provided that wheat shall be subject to a duty of
) cents per bushel, that wheat flour shall be subject to a duty of 45 cents per barrel of 196 pounds, and semolina and other products of wheat, not specially provided
for in this section, 10 per cent ad valorem, when imported directly or indirectly from
a country, dependency or other sub-division of government which imposes a duty on wheat
.or wheat flour or semolina imported from the United States."
'Farmers of the northwest are against reciprocity with Canada," Mr. Young said.
Hth a guaranteed price for wheat this year the wheat growers, of course, will not
uffer from free Canadian wheat. But next ye&r when the government guaranty expires
I will make a lot of difference whether Canada can ship wheat into this country free
of duty.
i an open market free wheat from Canada, provided a surplus crop is grown in
intry, might force down prices greatly to the disadvantage of our northwest
farmert.• •tato growers are as much interested in the repeal of reciprocity as the wheat
farmers, Mr. Young said.

In the interests of Canadian industry the final report of the Cost of Living Com•ittee should receive wide circulation. The public inquiries of the Committee were
it a premium was placed upon sensational evidence and the proceedings
were more calculated to excite popular clamor than to enlighten the public on either
.the economic reasons for present living costs or the real facts cf Canadian industry.
) final report constitutes a general vindication of Canadian manufacturers against
jharges of p r o f i t e e r i n g . On the question of the spread between the base costs and
Consumer pays, for instance, the Committee, which investigated the prices of

-2Buch necessaries as meat and meat products, butter, eggs, f l o u r , groceries, clothing,
jote and shoes, and fuel, finds that "while there may have been isolated cases of
undue profits and other cases where poor business methods have resulted in high prices,
n the whole the business has been carried on a margin of profit reasonably close to
.al cost.
"In the abattoir and packing house business, we find that while without question
l large companies are making a lot of money in the aggregate, they are doing this
*cause of the efficiency of their methods and their large turnover, and not because
f excessive profits on the commodities themselves.
"The gross margin covering cost of milling and the profits made is about four.r.s of one cent a pound of flour while the net profit averages about one-tenth of
t per cent. To illustrate what this means it has been shown that a reduction of
ninety cents on a barrel of flour would make a possible reduction of one-half cent a
loaf on a one and one-half pound loaf of bread, so that if all profits in this business
•ere wiped out the possible reduction would be less than one-tenth of one cent on a one
and one-half pound loaf of bread.
"The same applies to dairy products and eggs. In the case of butter your Committee
i that the creameries are taking cream from the farmers and manufacturing it into
butter at a gross cost of from 3| to 6 cents a pound, varying according to locality
he distance the cream has to be hauled. This cost covers transportation charges,
•anufacturing cost?, boxes, marketing and any possible lose in collection. In this
aspect the evidence shows that one creamery only made any profit at all and that was
a very narrow one.
"Your Committee also enquired into the question of cornering the market and in this
connection it was found that no such thing prevails. There is direct and keen competition and any man having the money and wishing to do so can purchase direct from
e producers any commodity he wishes, one case of eggs or one box of butter, etc., as
the case may be. The same applies to meat products. Markets, are wide open. Any
butcher or retailer or consumer can compete in the open market with those who are engaged similarly.
"In the case of the retailer your Committee have found the spread to be greater,
n varying results, showing undue high prices in isolated cases only. But here again,
as in the case of foodstuffs, the operations are carried on on a margin close to the
itual cost. In this connection the consuming public have it in their power to reduce the cost from 5 to 16 per cent by using some of the cheaper grades of meat products or being satisfied with a less expensive service."

Mr. Lloyd Harris, Head of the Canadian Trade Mission in London, has warned Canalian industrial and financial interests that further development of export trade with
.ce, Greece, Rcumania, Belgium, Italy, and Serbia, depends upon their own initiai and ability. He has stated that Government credits cannot be extended indefinitei and that interests concerned with foreign trade should create their own financial
1 industrial machinery. Numerous Canadian industrial groups have already been formed
but no solution of the financial problem has yet been offered.
In the United States much the same situation prevails. The Guaranty Trust Company of
lew York states that discussion of *he question of financing Europe during the reconstruction period seems at the moment to have centred upon the formation of a central
organization embracing both financial and industrial interests through the various
[visions of which all arrangements for supplying machinery, raw materials, and
ther products needed by Europe would be made.
In Canada there is immediate need for the establishment of adequate foreign trade
Chinery and the American proposal for a central financial and industrial organization merits attention.
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Under the title, "Patronize Home Industry," the Western Committee of the
Canadian Reconstruction Association has issued the following appeal for support of the
home market;"In Patronizing home industry, we help the laboring man and protect the home capita
that IB invested. A thing that keeps any town backward, is the man who wakes up at
th« alarm of a clock made in New England States and buttons his New York pants to a
pair of Buffalo suspenders; puts on a cowhide tanned pair of shoes made in St. Louis,
•haves with a Connecticut eafety and dries on a cotton towel made in Pennsylvania; sits
down to a Grand Rapide table on a chair made in Chicago, and butters his bread with
Auetralian butter with a Boston-made knife and eats Kansas City bacon and Minnesota
irite fried in American lard, cooked on a Detroit stove, and has a dessert of California fruit seasoned with spice made in St. Paul, after which he Blips into a New
York raincoat and claps on a wool hat made in Philadelphia, and goes down in an Ohio
autouobile and finds the office boy dusting his office furniture, made in Illinois.
Hi f i l l s hie Rhode Island pipe with tobacco put up in Georgia. He starts to business
and wonders why local trade is quiet; goes home at night and gets into a foreign-maae
bed, and the only thing local he gets is the bark of the street dog, after which he
concludes that the town is not a good place to live in and do business in."

There ie ignorance of economic laws in much of the present discussion on living
High prices are due, primarily, to decline in production throughout Europe and
industrial destruction and dislocation in five years of war. Writing in the ChrisLiar, Science Monitor, Mr. Paul T. Cherington, professor of marketing in the Graduate
)ol of Business Administration of Harvard University, presents the following short
but interesting review of recent price tendencies:"The price pection of the War Industries Board found, from investigations completed
i Washington during the war, that wholesale prices of some 90 commodities in this
country advanced during the first two years of the war roughly 40 per cent. In the
last two years there was an abrupt movement upward until prices stood generally at a
oint nearly 150 per cent higher than the five years' pre-war level. It is interesting that figures for the Civil War correspond very closely. The advance for the f i r s t
years of that conflict was about 40 per cent, but in the last two prices shot up
o approximately the same point they reached in the world war just ended.
"After the Civil War it required seven years for prices to get back to the figures
they reached after two years of war, that is, to the 40 per cent advance. Wages, which
had 'lagged in the upward movement of prices, likewise lagged in the decline."

As Bolshevism has wrought the destruction of industry, so its adherents have
rorized the working classes as well as the bourgeoisie in Russia. Starving, destiute, and naked, the working men of Vilna are now in revolt against "the dangerous
and v . c i o u s elements of all nationalities and from all over Russia," who "have gained

-2• ascendency." The plight of the workmen and ex-workmen of Vilna is revealed
ter to the President of the Council of the People's Commissaries for Litvia in
e President is asked to give the necessary instructions "to ameliorate the perlipossible conditions under which we are eking out our miserable existence."
e get no bread on our coupons, and we cannot buy any clothing, and are therefore,
one unknown reason, condemned by a so-called working-men's Government to death
itarvation and exposure; our wives and children are starving and in rags, while
Ms town exude complacency and self-satisfaction and are wallowing in
'lee anil obviously derive considerable satisfaction from our miserable
> ?gv.~.-'/'
-ilia of speculation, which puts bread,
thing and every commodity of primary necessity far beyond our reach, and which is
in by every member of the community who has two forty-rouble notes to rub towhile the Government o f f i c i a l s are far and away the worst o f f . . . .
h a state of things can no longer be borne. Call us counter-revolutionaries,
brigands, and place us outside the pale with a price on our heads. Do anyinf you l i k e . It will have no e f f e c t . The time has come when we must interfere and
our oppressors for the wrong done us. Our patience, which has been tried
r the last four years, has now come to an end, and our day of reckoning will
bt terrible to look u p o n . . . .
Starving, destitute and naked, we welcome death as a merciful release, but we
take care that the outer world will know beforehand why we died. For the death
h we are condemned, we shall repay with death. We repeat, the culprits are
o us, and we shall be merciless. We are stricken with hunger, and they will
dn at our hands."

ting on conditions in the southern cotton plantations, the W. J. Wollman &
teptny Review (New York) says: "Southern planters complain that although they are payhigh as $5 per day to negro cott.on choppers they are not getting as much work
i as when their daily wage was less than a dollar. Yet these same farm hands go to
lids wearing twelve-dollar shoes and think nothing of working in silk shirts
0 dollars apiece. The remedy for the high cost of living is more work— efearnest work—and less extravagance. The fault lies with ourselves rather than
»ef trust' or any other trust."

Cost of Living Committee of the House of Commons which found no justification
sweeping charges of profiteering made against Canadian manufacturers, was also
o discover any foundation for reiterated complaints of hoarding. In its final
e Committee says:h reference to the question of hoarding, your Committee had the records of the
Living Branch of the Department of Labor, together with the evidence given
the Committee, and it was found that there were no instances of anything that
legitimately termed as hoarding. During the past -six months, it is true, there
n storage in Canada a large quantity of frozen beef. This, however,was a product
for the British Food Commission, having been ordered by that Commission before
signing of the Armistice and being held in storage subject to shipping instructions
t being a commodity marketable in Canada to a limited degree."
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In a special article in the Christian Science Monitor on "The Economics of
'Bolshevia,'" much space is given to the decision of the Russian Government to partly
ontlize agriculture as it has already nationalized industry. The w r i t e r quotes
rot a speech of Lenin on May 3, that "the Soviet Government has only one fundamental
3Bic d i f f i c u l t y — i t cannoo get food." The peasants refuse to sell their surplus
rye and wheat for paper roubles with which, in view of the lack of manufactured goods,
they can buy nothing. As there is no incentive to plough and sow, no surplus food sup.s are beirg produced and an enormous area of land is uncultivated. The official
Bolshevist newspapers say that of the land seized from private proprietors after the
shevist revolution of November 1917, no less than 8,100,000 acres will not be till.3 year, and there are 4,500,000 acres more of derelict land owned by the peasants
u individual proprietors or by the peasant communes collectively.
The Government has now passed a new law, "for the increase of the acreage under
end," by which the State is enjoined to cultivate all land which in the Spring of 1919
me not ploughed by its present owners. For this purpose a complete bureaucratic organization has been created on paper which closely resembles the existing organization
of industrial nationalization. Each district soviet is to be applied to for the neces•try labor, and the district soviet will recruit--that is, conscript—workers. In
particular, nil unoccupied "bourgeois" will be compelled to plough, sow, and reap.
'The State," says the correspondent of the Christion Science Monitor, "will take all
the crops for the support of its officials and Red Guards; and Bolshevism, it is proclaimed, will henceforth be independent of the sulking peasants, and will in fact profrom their sulking; for the less land they cultivate, the larger will be the acreage which will fall to the nationalizing State.
"Thia is by far the most grandiose nationalization scheme yet projected by Bolshevism. Its defect is that it is adopted as a pis aller; that is, only, after other
nationalization experiments have failed; and therefore without much faith. The Bolshevist newspapers, Pravda and Krasnaya Gazeta, both criticize the scheme, and plainly imply that it will fail. The Pravda's argument is as follows: If nationalization of industry, which on April 1 embraced 1342 large undertakings, had proved a success,
nationalization of farming would not have been necessary. The nationalized industries
would be producing sufficient and reasonably cheap manufactured goods; and for these
the peasant farmer would willingly sell his grain, and eagerly increase his output of
foodstuffs generally. This would have been the obvious course. 'But the Soviet organization unluckily failed to make a success of industrial nationalization; therefore
it gets no foon; and to remedy this it now aims at producing food i t s e l f . But can one
Relieve that our bureaucrats, who have failed to manage our industry, will succeed in
the far more alien task of managing our agriculture? 1
"This is a typical comment. Some Soviet newspapers laugh openly at the 'colleges'
and 'chancelleries' as the climax of bureaucracy; and the Menshevist Vsegda Vpriod declares that the Soviets should instead have concluded agreements with the farmers

-2.ng then to till all their land and offering them something concrete in exchange.
I na not done, says Vsegda Vpriod, because Bolshevism boycotts the successful small
who is regarded as a 'little bourgeois, 1 and as a worse foe than the capitaln particular this is the view of Lenin, who never ceases denouncing the peasant
Mdim prosperity as a usurer, or as Russians say, 'a f i s t , 1 and who exalts the
688 farm hands and the more idle and improvident of the peasant proprietors as
« proletarians."

r.«innan of the Senate Banking Committee of the United States Congress has made
favorable report on the bill of Senator Edge, providing for organization of American
. jns to extend credit to foreign countries for purchases in the United States.
1 proposes not only to give such corporations the right to exercise ordinary
Ing functions but also allows them to advance money to foreign purchasers on seIn financial circles the proposal, according to The Wall Street Journal, is
led in a large measure as meeting the difficulties of financing export business.
1 has also passed the Senate giving national banks of the United States the right
sat up to five per cent of their paid-in capital and surplus, until January 1,
1921, in euch corporations.

.a a result of the French decree of July 8, abrogating that of June 14 relating to
valorem surtaxes on imports, increases in French protective duties will range as
high as 200 per cent. The decree of July 8 establishes for each article an advance in
tariff rate representing the percentage increase in value of the goods from 1913
A p e r i o d i c revision of the duties, based on the difference between prevailing prices and those obtaining before the war, will be made by an interministerial comion which has yet to be named. Under the new arrangement, French import duties will
specific in form, except for a few products subject to ad valorem duties previously.

stave Francq, editor of The Labor World, who has made a close study of the facts
r and against Bolshevism, has issued a pamphlet entitled, "Bolshevism or Trades UnionMr. Francq declares that Bolshevism could only find root among illiterate
Itudes such as are found in Russia, and that while it represents liberty in its
form for one class of the population, it means complete oppression for the
He points out that in Russia production has been demoralized, free speech has
tain suppressed, and personal liberty is no longer recognized.
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Thi recent speech of Mr. George M. Young, Representative from North Dakota, during
I debate in the Congress of the United States on the bill to repeal the Reciprocity
Icatea that the agriculturists of the United States are moving for higher proof their products against Canadian competition and that their demands relative
tariff are based wholly upon consideration of their own situation.
aaid in part: "The Underwood law did not get well under operation before
ropean war began. The conditions created by that war have acted as a high protariff. When we get back to peace c o n d i t i o n s . . . . t h e American farmers will
e • howl which, by comparison, will make the roar of protest against Canadian reciity seem like a feeble murmur. In other words, when the farmers really find out
nderwood law lets down the bars as to agricultural products to a much greatutent than Canadian reciprocity, they will throw the men responsible for it higher
they did Mr. Taft."
..ie request of the Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial Remrch, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics has completed a special survey and directory
Canadian chemical industries. The chemist in charge was Mr. S. J. Cook, B . A . , A . I . C . ,
•be baa introduced the report with a summary of war-time enterprise and accomplishment
h must rank as a proud chapter in the development of Canadian industry. Mr.
fcok rtfers to the construction at Shawinigan Falls, Quebec, of one of the largest pow»r reeervoire in the world, second only to the great dam at Gatun. A city with great
nduatriee has grown up at Shawinigan and there the world's largest glacial acetic acid
plant wae built for war purposes, an entirely new process beginning with acetylene hav•en developed. Other important chemical products of the highest grade are being
•anufactured there, while two plants at Shawinigan are producing aluminium.
Mr. Cook reports that salicylic acid and its derivative, aspirin, are now made in
Canadk, aa are many other chemicals. New disinfectants, closely resembling former Ger•an products, are appearing from Canadian factories.' Mr. Cook enumerates a large numof other chemicals which are now being produced in Canada for the first time in
owercial quantities. He also tells of the expansion in lines of production which,
the war, were comparatively undeveloped.
it public support is essential if this progress is to be maintained. War demands
t up in Canada a number of large industries employing thousands of workers and unit iany of these factories can find peace-time uses for their products much of the
dvtntage will be lost. Already many of the plants operated by the Imperial Munitions
have been closed and, in some instances, dismantled, but there remain many plants
chemical field which are still operating and there is room for others. Mr. Cook
out that "in every land where an industry of national importance is to be built
e people must be educated to its importance and value."

>

lowing is an extr&ct from a letter from one of Canada's foremost bankers:
"Our great endeavor should be to prepare for the new era in the world trade
by conserving our capital, supplying to a greater extent the needs of our home

-2, and increasing the production of those articles of which we have
• basic supply of raw materials. The immigration of skilled artisans and
practical farmers should be encouraged, and United States capitalists induced
D invest in our securities. We can only attract this capital by demonstrating
our ability to help ourselves and much depends upon the success of our projected
loan.'
Economic League, with headquarters at Boston, has issued a report on
l labor problem, as stated in a number of questions drafted under the supervision of
a ipfCial committee of its members. The opinions of the members were indicated by
aniwirg "yes" or "no" as follows:Is readjustment in industrial relations essential
to American prosperity? Yes, 57; No, 3.
Should employees share in the profits of
Industrial undertakings? Yes, 46; No, 4.
Should there be a general acceptance of
union recognition? Yes, 42; No, 11.
Should there be active participation by employes
or representatives of employes in all problems of
•anagenent, affecting the worker? Yes, 48; No, 7.
Should the open shop principle prevail in
American industrial life? Yes, 43; No, 8.
Should trade unions be incorporated?
Yes, 39; No, 14.
Should public employment offices be established
by the Federal Government and co-ordinated throughout the country? Yes, 45; No, 12.
Is there need for a Federal Industrial Tribunal
to assume jurisdiction in dealing with potential and
ir.ual strikes? Yes, 41; No, 8.
Should women be given equal .opportunities and
equal pay in industry for similar work and efficiency?
Yes, 50; No, 4.
Should labor in industry of children under
sixteen years of age be abolished? Yes, 45; No, 10.
Should there be a National Industrial Parliament
made up of representatives of the business and industrial forces and of organized labor, meeting jointly
as a forum and industrial body? Yes, 37; No, 14.
Should the obligations of employes engaged in
public utilities vital to the daily functions of society
be different from those of employes in private industry?
Yes, 48; No, 4.
United States House of Representatives has passed a bill providing for substantial increases in the protective duties on laboratory glass and porcelain ware; surgiind dental instruments; optical glass and scientific and laboratory apparatus.
Ill also provides for repeal of the duty-free provisions in the case of imports
f the articles enumerated when for use of Government bureaus and educational institulons. The bill calls for duties of 60 per cent ad valorem on laboratory glass and
porcelain wares and surgical and dental instruments; and 45 per cent on optical glass
cientific and laboratory apparatus, these rates representing substantial increases
w the schedules of the Underwood T a r i f f . Representative Kitchin, of North Carolina,
:ized the Republican tariff measures was met with the following statement from
Quintan Fordney of the Ways and Means Committee: "Manufacturers want a protective
f to meet the American scale of wages."
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the heading, "Labor's Obligation in the Present Crisis," the Canadian Labor
ugust reviews the present industrial situation and makes a strong plea for
chase of Made in Canada products. It urges the necessity for increased prod for efficient workmanship and contends that labor must repudiate the leadernreme elements.
reception of the report of the Industrial Relations Commission," the Labor
"seens to prove that the sentiment of the country is with Labor in its deeight-hour day, collective bargaining, and the right to organize in trade
These conditions are admitted in the majority report of the Mathers Commisif there are to be legitimate concessions to Labor, both industry and the
public have a right to demand sound economic teaching from Labor leaders. The
jed of Canada to-day is increased production. Only by the creation of new
can the Dominion recover from the strain of five years of war and correct the
economic situation. The democracy which preaches the rights of the individual
9 also insist upon individual responsibility to the community. It is right that
jould have a reasonable working day at more than a living wage, that it should
m assurance against unemployment, time for recreation, and decent housing conditions,
eturn Labor is under obligation to the state to render efficient service, to
:est workmanship, to produce to the maximum, and to employ constitutional
hods in the conduct of its particular activities,
'Labor must be divorced from I . W . W . and Bolshevist influences. The leadership of
workers must be restored. The Trades and Labor Congress to be held in Sepr w i l l be a critical event. In Toronto, Winnipeg, Vancouver, and Calgary, Red
ces attempt to dominate the local councils. If such influences control the
l a n d Labor Congress, the Government's efforts to create a better understanding
•ore thorough co-operation between employers and employees through the medium of
Industrial Conference which is promised within the next few weeks, can hardly sucIts success depends upon the reasonable attitude of Canadian workers, and if
leaders refuse to participate in such a conference'as local councils refused to
pear before the Royal Commission on Industrial Relations, harmony cannot be restored
lustrial field and Labor will merit the condemnation of the general public."

n a special appeal for the purchase of Made in Canada products and development of
home market, the Western Committee of the Canadian Reconstruction Association gives
g list of commodities imported into Canada during the last fiscal year which, if
ictufed at'home, would have given employment to over 100,000 persons with an adpay-roll of nearly $100,000,000. The Association admits that its estimates
the nature of rough computation based on 1917 Government figures showing that
071 persons were employed in Canadian industries with a pay-roll of $553,000,000.
states that some of the items in its list could not be made economically in Canada
present stage in the country's development, but it contends that there are many

-2f wearing apparel imported into Canada and purchased wholly or chiefly by
could be manufactured at home, thus providing millions of dollars for Canaustries and employment at good wages for thousands of Canadian workers. A parf commodities follows:-

COMMODITIES

Value of imports into
Canada for home consumption, during fiscal year ended March
31st, 1918.

Estimated number of

permanent additional
Canadian workers for
whom employment would
have been provided if
imported products had
been manufactured here.

Estimated addition
to payroll of Canadian factories if
imported products
had been produced
in Canada.

loot, shoe,

ihirt, and
itty laces
Boon, shoes
ud slippers
ixcept rubber, etc

$ 275,591

65

$

57,000
1

414,822

95

85,000

670,623
160,330

155
3?

135,000
33,000

103,203
173,289

25
40

21,500
35,000

390,132

90

81,000

35,230.546

8,100

7,200,000

357,328
154,229

82
35

73,000
31,000

936,029

236

189,000

1,688,944

425

3,354,440

771

Irocas and

brushes
es
Cirpet sweepire
Cofbs
Corsets, clasps.

*

itc.
Cotton, manufacturee of..
•alns trimMd or untrinned
Elastic
Furs and manufactures of
Gloves and
•itts
Hits, caps and
bonnets
Knitted goods
of every description
i and manu-

|1

.

340,000
680,000
L

230,296

53

47,000

facture _• of

13,848,395

3,183

2,800,000

tool and manufacture- of

24,004,193

5,517

4 , 900 , 000

$81,992,390

18,909

$16,707,500

Total

•

'
year? ago no tinplates were manufactured in the United States. To-day ac3 the statistician of the National City Bank of New York, that country prothree-fourths cf the tinplate of the world. The Philadelphia Press attributes
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,a growth of the industry to a sane policy of p r o t e c t i o n . "Years ago," it
•hen a Republican Congress embodied in a tariff act a provision of protection
d foster tinplate m i l l s in the United States, Democratic newspapers held
rtion of the tariff law up to ridicule. The infant tinplate industry they
regarded ae being too \vsak oven to imbibe nourishment. Thirty years ago no
nplaU. we .••janufactured in the United States.
Jay, according to the statistician of the National City Bank of New York, this
f ie producing three-fourths of the tinplate of the world. In 1888 our imports
8 article amounted to 1,036,489 ,'074 pounds. In 1918, the imports had dropped to
8 pounds, while our exports, which began in a modest way in 1898 with 20,827
, have grown to 560,068,432 pounds, and our production has reached 3,387,207,404
pounds in a single year. . . .
•Bad the industry not been stimulated by a Republican Congress it would never have
, yet the value of the tinplate production in the United States in 1918 was
^•),000,000. So strong has the industry become that a delegation of Welsh tin-anufacturers is en route to this country to study the methods of American comjrs."
H American Federation of Labor is opposed to nationalization of industry. It conGovernment ownership and control would mean not the establishment of an iniemocracy but the creation of a bureaucratic autocracy. Speaking before The
^^^Bl Economic League, M r . Matthew Woll, assistant to Mr. Samuel Gompers as Chairman
Committee on Labor of the United States Council of National Defense, said:"fe have three distinct schools of thought striving for supremacy in the solving of
Ibii great problem. We have the socialist, who, as you well know, believes that all
Mtrunents of production ana distribution should be owned and all our industrial aciee should be controlled by the Government. These good but erring persons would
an industrial democracy thro.ugh the ownership of all means of production
•d distribution by the Government. The American Federation of Labor, the only orpnization able to speak for the workers, ie emphatically opposed to that school of
.-. ic opposed to the Government owning all means of production-and distribud regulating our industrial activities. Diverting ownership from private and
^Bual to Kuvernmental ownership and control does not mean the establishing of inistrial democracy, but creates in its stead a bureaucratic autocracy."
M r . l o l l also contended that the relation between employers and employees was not
roperly a matter of legislation but rather one to be excercised by those directly conned and interested. He declared that the American Federation cf Labor was not opposed
« organization of employers but sought such organization, and likewise demanded for
«j:-»arners the same privilege of assisting and helping each other in determining the
f the business.
It believe," Mr. Woll said, "that employers and employees of each particular group
uiufacture and of each distinctive process of production should jointly and collec'ely determine the requirements and standards of their joint enterprise. ... In giving
a', tc private i n i t i a t i v e and enterprise and disapproving the systems and relations
d by the Socialists, Syndicalists, Bolshevists and I. W . W . ' s , the American wage^Brs are insistent that the old order of industrial autocracy shall pass and that
» new order of industrial democracy shall enter. It is unfair and radically wrong
* permit the old order and relation of master and servant to continue. This relation
•at give way to the more humane and modern relation of co-operators."
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strength of the protectionist movement in the United States is indicated by
rjit no less than 22 bills have been introduced in the House of Representatives
calling for higher duties. It is significant that amongst these measures
I Representative Young of North Dakota and Representative Smith of Michigan,
.•peal of Uie Reciprocity Act. In addition there is a bill to impose a duty
cent ad valorem on all imported building and monumental stone, except marble,
I onyx, nut specially provided for in the Underwood T a r i f f . Higher duties
on tungsten ores and all manufactured materials containing tungsten, includd tungsten steel. Another bill asks for increased protection for domestic
^^•roducers. Import duties are demanded on sulphur and on the sulphur content of
ulphide minerals, ores and concentrates, on crude manganese ores and on
•cue ores and concentrates, magnesite and magnesite brick, on graphite and
containing graphite, on certain synthetic chemicals and on molybdenum content
concentrates, compounds and manufactured materials. Another measure provides
iiport duties on cattle, swine, horses and mules, sheep, all other live animals,
COrnaeal, oatmeal and rolled oats, r y e , wheat and wheat flour. The duties called
hie bill are high, including 1 cent per pound on oatmeal and rolled oats, 25
per bushel on wheat and 25 per cent ad valorem on wheat flour. Another measure
for an import duty of 35 cents per pound on quicksilver and a similar duty on the
content of all ores or compounds. Import duties are asked on starch made from
land on natural potato flour. Higher import duties are asked on buttons, beans,
, lentils, mushrooms and truffles, laboratory glassware and porcelain ware, on
1 glass and scientific and surgical instruments and on snap fasteners. A tariff
2 cents per pound is demanded upon the metallic contents of all zinc ores imfrorn any foreign country, and a particular measure seeks to regulate the importcoal tar products and to increase the protection, for domestic' manufacturers of
^ list of dye-stuffs and other coal tar products.

I introduction of anti-dumping legislation is likely in New Zealand. In an adkefore the Wellington Chamber of Commerce, Hon. A. M. Myers, Minister for Customs,
d to Canadian legislation in this respect and continued: "There is little doubt
the altered conditions following the war will necessitate the introduction of some
ieasur= in New Zealand. The subject has already been under the consideration of
beJJovernment, and a clause dealing with this matter has been drafted for submission
liament when the opportunity shall arise."
) interesting to note that while Canada is considering early tariff reNew Zealand, to quote the M i n i s t e r , "has under consideration a scheme by which,
t appears desirable that the tariff on any article should be altered, the matter
eferred to an advisory committee, on whose report the Minister for Customs may,
• approval of the House of Representatives, modify the existing tariff as he
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jeary. Some such scheme, it is believed, will be of benefit to manufactuZealand, and especially to those contemplating the establishing of new indueDominion. The New Zealand Customs t a r i f f , as at present constituted, is
tly elastic to meet the rapidly changing conditions of modern industry and
Ths last general revision of the tariff took place in 1907, and experience
ing has shown that alterations are required in many directions. As matters
sent, those alterations cannot satisfactorily be made except at a time of
.sion of the t a r i f f . This cannot be regarded as at all satisfactory."

organization is proceeding rapidly in Belgium. As Great Britain has its
f British Industries and France its formidable industrial groups, so Belgian
been divided into a well-organized system of 18 main divisions. In each
visions have been formed one or more groups to take charge of the interests
the particular branches into which the industry in question is subdivided.
M groups are not merely industrial associations, but are judicial organizations with
buy and sell. They were formed without any o f f i c i a l intervention or control,
een virtually recognized by the Belgian Government. At the head of this sysCentral Industrial Commission which existed before the war as a federation
large industrial associations. The Commission has established a special reconaervice with headquarters in Brussels for the purpose of assuring unity of
II among the various groups and to serve as the intermediary in dealing with the
iment in ail questions of general interest.

FM

e adoption of special fiscal measures to protect new industries is a marked feareconstruction activities of other countries. In Great Britain and the United
key industries and industries which have been developed during the war are re•eferred treatment. In Canada a large number of industries have been started
August, 1914, and many products are being made here for the f i r s t time. These
t margarine, candied peel, phonograph records, steel for motor car framea, galsets, beet slicer k n i v e s , steel barrels, ribbed hosiery, knitting machinery,
t for electric furnaces, semi-rotary double-acting pumps, steel plates, gear
achine tools, machinery of various k i n d s , alloys, a considerable range of
1 produce a , collapsible basket?, electric bulbs, semaphore lens'es, ruby lanterr.
These industries are needed in Canada to give employment to Canadian labor,
i of Canadian raw materials, to pay taxes in Canada, to provide t r a f f i c for
transportation services and, in general, to promote the all-round development
Dominion.

Higher protection for Italy is anticipated by the Department of Commerce at Washihich says that "the o f f i c e of the commercial attache in Rome, has transmitted
ormation that it is o f f i c i a l l y stated that new customs regulations will become
September 20, 1919. Indications are that the rates will be substantially
.in at present."
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I rmrkable picture of "Petrograd under the Terror" is given in recent issues of
.s by a correspondent, a Russian officer v/ho was compelled to serve with
hiviats and who escaped as recently as July 10. The Petrograd of to-day is
-dead, overworked, thoroughly cowed." There is now only one common food
:;d food ie only given to those who work under the control and for the
v.viets. "The day's ration in Petrograd in July consisted of the follow' plate of soup, consisting of hot water with a little fish in it; one-eighth
• bread. The cost of this meal, which has to last all day, is Rs.6. The
: eaten in the Communal dining rooms which are to be found all over the city
:e taken home. It is very seldom, however, that anybody takes food home.
,0 euch a scarcity of fuel in Petrograd that it would be almost impossible to reft food, and half the satisfaction in eating is in the warmth obtained from the
. for this reason that one puts up with the filth of the dining rooms and
liigusting behaviour of the Communists—it is bad, of course, but better than cold
'••r

.a mornings a drink of some sort is made by stewing wild berries. For a long
.» we have had no tea, coffee, or cocoa, and even the Ersatz foods were long ago
nd. Those who are very careful occasionally leave over a tiny morsel of bread
to eat it in the morning and thus have a breakfast, but the majority just eat the
Meat is quite unknown and sugar has also entirely disappeared."
sale shootings continue. "The crimes for which people are being shot are
--from being in possesion of verses written against the Bolshevists up to being
of counter-revolutionary purposes. Sometimes when the army has suffered at
.holesale shootings take place; thus, for instance, in Gatchina at the end of
tot thole groups of people were executed on the order of a former barrister,
.eraann.
'At present it is difficult to say to whom preference is given to be shot;
•riaen opposed to Bolshevism, peasants refusing to give up their corn to the Red Army,
Htre suspected of sabotage, officers believed to have a leniency to the White
or perhaps a sailor who dares to express hie views on certain matters, all are
alike. Tht daily number of executions is from 65 to 80 men."
condition of the city itself ie terrible. "Petrograd," says the writer, "is
p-adually becoming destroyed, as no repairs are mace; pieces of stucco cornices fall
.ofe, the waterways and drain pipes get cracked and burst, the pavements fall
pieces and thanks only to the rain, wind, and sun, some appearance of cleanliness
«a to be kept up. Bodies of dead animals, horses, cats, and dogs, remain for weeks
the streets. Some dead horses serve as an attraction to people who creep
tively to them and cut off a chunk of the carcase to be used for food or for sale.
•jeneral aspect of the town leads one to think that some terrible calamity has hapd to it. so solemn and gloomy is the effect produced by its ruined appearance, the
.-.g silence, interrupted only by separate shots or by the sounds of music coming
• the dancing halls of the Communists. . . .

-2jmall pox, meningitis, the Spanish ' f l u , and cases of insanity are spreadviolently that the hospitals are unable to find places for all those sick with
I diseases, and have no time to bury the dead, so that frequently the bodies
-.eaped up in the chapels of the hospitals awaiting their turn to be taken
• cemetery in a common open cart (as logs of wood are transported). And when
the cemetery they are just thrown into one common trench and buried without
Mjr prayers read over them.
l absence of medical assistance is the result of complete absence of medicaments
:al appliances, for which substitutes are used made of herbs and articles to
bod.'
n a remarkable summary of the true position of the workman under the Bolshevist
rifiM, the writer says:He must work whether he wants to or not.
tnay not change his work without permission. In other words, there is no
Ither of occupation or employer. Both lie entirely in the discretion of the
Coaimriee.
nay not leave the town in which he is living without special permission,
l only granted in exceptional cases.
to holiday or day off may be taken without special leave. As Petrograd is red a s being in a state of siege, leave for workmen is given only on production of
leal certificate that it is necessary for the workman to have a two months' 'cure. 1
t a r e rebuked if they give too many of these certificates.
workmen are always under supervision,
low and then you will hear a little grumbling when the patience of the docile
crowd is utterly exhausted. Thus I remember once standing by a long, unending
outside the Siestroretzk munition works, and after hours of waiting the workmen
bifar. to say: 'Wait a moment. The Whites will soon be here, and they will show you
• to do things in an orderly way. '
Soviet leaders do not pay much attention to the opinions of non-Russian Labor
idirs, least of all to British opinion. In fact, England is rarely mentioned, except
blamed for anything and everything that is wrong. Thus I heard of one case where
He obscure and entirely insignificant little person who was a Soviet member tried
lo get elected to the executive committee of his trade Soviet, but was unsuccessful.
long time he went about telling his friends that his defeat was entirely due to
'•achinations of the Entente. 1
billeting of the workmen in the bourgeois flats, so much welcomed by them
it, has not satisfied the workmen in the end, because the entire conditions of
f the bourgeois family d i f f e r so much from his own that the only result of this
•utual constraint and displeasure. Moreover, as the workmen do not believe in the
.ty of the Bolshevist power they fear future vengeance, and know that their stay
th»n is only temporary.
hibition of meetings, of free epeech, frequent conscriptions, and the vast
trast between the promisee of the Bolshevists and their performances, the deaths of
of children of the working classes in the children settlements, all create
d for discontent, which is manifested by strikes. These are suppressed by arms,
i the result that a great number are killed and wounded."
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or leaders are opposing "direct action" and exposing
Action. Speaking before the Industrial League of
jntly <;n "Labor in its Relation to Industry," Mr. J. R. Clynes,
urged the employment of constitutional methods in industrial disputes
rorkerp U
>r could make no more grave mistake than to encourage
iduction. Scarcity of commodities, he eaid, was the opportunity of the
Scarcity might cause some little inconvenience to the rich, but
:ause real and continued privation to the masses of people whose
Chasing power was limited. Some forms of profiteering could be punished
iw, but w.•; o deliberately restricted output, or who failed to
i;i of industrial development which could make their labor more
, were punishing themselves and their class without knowing it.
eering v.a-3 conscious pilfering, "ca1 canny" was an ignorant act which
,ople of their real needs. It inflicted no loss upon the fav, which, wherever it was practised, it might be designed to punish.
jntence ;
upi.'n the innocent by those who might not know they
•-y of a v/ro!;g. T.^tsened production meant the greater prospect of
impeded recovery from the industrial dislocation which the
caused. It kept up prices, and lowered nothing but the work.-.rd of existence. It was-in the highest degree harmful to the
1 public interest, but in a special degree under-production was the ene ma si; to \vlio ;;^ proving needs required more abundant supply of all
uaterial for hoive-building, for food production, the manufacture of
Eind of house requisite, clothing, and the common daily needs
.stence.
folly of "ca 1 canny" was also emphasized by the British Prime
his recent u/claration of Government policy. He declared that
ver v,
] error, a more fatal fallacy" than Labor's be,ou work the more work there will be for others."
look at the coal trade," he said. "The reduction in
of coal i.:; at the present moment depriving people of employment.
on, it will threw hundreds of thousands out of employment in the
. :"ou have only goo to work it out to its inevitable consequence and
.Tcerately to reduce output means in the end all-round
unemployment on a gigantic scale.
'It is important, therefore, that that fallacy should be exploded,
by t.none who ipeak with authority to Labor....It is a very dangid encourage, and a disastrous one to Labor. The
i the cost of material will go up, and, what is still wor1 not get food for this country, because you cannot live forever
borrowed food. You wi.ll not get raw material to the country. There
f.

•ork for those who manipulate and transform and transfigure it into
hinge that British hands can transfigure any material into. It
roue policy for all classes. That is why I appeal to employers and
o get rid of this ruinous fallacy, which seems to possess the minds
6 of thousands at the present time."

,he average wage at three dollars per day, strikes have cost the
Canada over $44,800,000 in the last eighteen years and a half, or
• nximat.ely $2,425,000 a year. A revised summary of indust3 from January 1, 1901, to June 30, 1919,as issued by the DeparLabor at Ottawa, shows that there were 2,127 disputes during the
irolving 620,235 employees, and that there was a time loss of no
14,937,229 working days. Between January 1 and June 30. 1919, there
disputes involving 105,026 employees and a loss of 2,118,379 working
During this six months' period the average wage would not be less than
day at a conservative estimate, so that the monetary loss to the emp•ectly involved was at least $7,500,000. Scores of millions of dole required to meet the indirect cost of these strikes. In some
Winnipeg, there has been marked dislocation of general industrial
DBS of output to factories affected by the disputes, loss to general
:ial interests through cessation of orders, and loss to the community
h business stagnation.
more than 80 per cent of the items affected by the recent revision
French tariff increases in protection range from 60 to 200 per cent,
out of a total of 2,535 items representing manufactured commodities
•eases are no less than 200 per cent. Increases ranging from 150 to
cent apply to 828 items.
tin is to increase its tariff and will follow a plan similar to that
in France. The Spanish Government has denounced certain commercial
a preparatory to a general-tariff revision. Proposals for such revi are now being framed and the Government is striving to present a re-i.n early date.
jovernment of Poland has established a State Commission of Import
•• and a license system has already been put into operation. This
! designed to control the entry of luxuries and to restrict imporof commodities which can be produced in Poland. The London Times,
ting on Poland's new fiscal policy, says that it will "protect young
tries and maintain improved conditions for the working classes
e factories and work shops."
3 than 41 joint industrial councils representing 2,438,500 workB been formed in the United Kingdom. The industries which are
organized in this way are the. following: Pottery,building,rubber manugold and silver,etc..match manufacturing, silk, furniture, heavy
, bread baking, etc., paint, color, and varnish, vehicle building,
lay, hosiery (English), metallic bedsteads, bobbin and shuttle, madeher goods, woolen and worsted (Scottish), hosiery (Scottish), saw-mill-paper making, wool (and allied) textile, tin making, electrical
ing, packing-case making, elastic webbing, etc., Welsh plate and
•oad transport, asbestos manufacturing, Coir mat and matting, water
dertakings. local authorities' non-trading services (manual workers),
takings, electricity supply, heating and domestic engineering, spelilling, boot and shoe manufacture, iron and steel wire manufacture
trades, printing, needles, fish hooks, and fishing tackle.
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igorous plea for the development of the fruit-growing industry in Canada,
.1. Echlin, writing in the Farmers' Magazine, declares that with the development
canning industry fruit growers have suddenly become aware that what was once a
now a great national asset of untold commercial value. He contends that probather agricultural pursuit is destined to reach such a dignified and important
of fruit growing. "It is a certainty," he says, "that the farmers of
o are not awake to one of the golden opportunities of the age when they neglect
I new orchards each year or care for those they already have
Little more than
f the fruit canned in the Dominion is home-grown....About fifty thousand
of pears alone will be imported into Canada from as far west as the State of
[ton this year, so that the ordere of the canneries can be filled. It would aptba'. :here is nothing short of a criminal short-sightedness on the part of farmers
uch a state of affairs to exist long. . . .
KM times out of ten, when one opens a can of strawberry jam or preserves from
Han factory, the fruit has come from Maryland, or some of the other southern
Thousands of tons of strawberries are yearly imported into Canada for canning
Mis. buyers starting early for the scene of the southern crops so as to be on the
•hen the fruit is at its best. Every time the customer purchases a can of this
pays for these expensive trips of the cannery buyers, as well as the duty on
code and the excess price which such foreign berries naturally bring. As high as
• crate was paid this year for strawberries imported."
further incentive to fruit growing is provided in the energetic campaign now being
:ted for public support of the home market. The Canadian Trade Commission recent> a particular appeal to the women of Canada to support home industries. In doo it submitted a partial list of commodities imported into Canada from the United
•it, including the following:,528,000
Green apples
685,000
Berries (blackberries etc. )
107,000
Cherries
,227,000
Plums and Prunes
102,000
Cranberries
441,000
Grapes
496,000
Peaches
691,000
Quinces, apricots, pears , etc
Total.

$5,277,000

tending that "protection is essential to the economic safety of Canada during
uction period," the Canadian Labor Press for September in a special article
j adoption of "a Canada-first policy of buying Canadian goods and encouraging
.i.dustries". . .."It is the business of the Dominion, "it says, "to build up its
and. by developing a volume of home trade sufficient to guarantee regular

-2t a: good wages for Canadian labor, to maintain the industrial activity necesttract new capital and additional population, and to ensure profitable markets
• products. These conditions cannot be realized by any change in economic policy
I disturb industrial stability. Neither farmers, factories nor workers can
n radical tariff reductions which will halt the wheels of industry and proiiployment. Nor can there be any relief in the extreme measure advocated by
ern grain growers of boycotting Canadian manufactures. To refuse to buy Canafami implements is to throw employees out of work and to encourage a dislocation
dwtry which cannot but effect others and which will eventually produce depression
aturb the farmers' home market."
ction is the very essence of trade unionism," says the Canadian Labor Press
^Huber. "It is the foundation of the present 'local' as it was of the ancient
and the system that was needed to give workers collective strength for the adof their social and industrial position is as greatly required to protect
the commercial world. It is as sound economic policy as it is good social
The war has finally revealed the many fallacies of free trade in a protect world. Practical application of the theories of the Manchester School can only
isaster in a world where the pronounced economic movement is not only against
trade, but towards even a greater measure of protection. Canada is the only
y to-day where there is any appreciable agitation for lower tariffs."
ikee are costing the United States $10,000,000 a day, according to Mr. Stephen
on, President of the National Association of Manufacturers of the United States.
apublic statement he urges an armistice between organized industry and organized
:1 such a time as President Wilson declares the period of readjustment ended.
tepatch from Washington to The Wall Street Journal says that a temporary credit
I opened by the British Treasury last December for Belgium to facilitate the placing
lelgian orders for the produce and manufactures of the United Kingdom. Purchases of
than $22,500,000 have been sanctioned against this credit, while the British
y is considering the extension of credit in aid of private enterprise in Belgium,
t result of the recent visit of the Belgian Ministre ties Affaires Economiques to
^•Britain.
Herbert N. Casson of London, England, a well-known newspaper man, in his book
tied "Labor Troubles and How to Prevent Them," finds that welfare work, profit
or shorter hours do not solve the problem of labor unrest. Nor does a general
level of wages satiefy: rather it causes more strikes than low wages. In many
Mes the wastage of labor turnover is greater than the wastage of strikes, he states,
ornal turnover is about 30 per cent a year, but for 57 firms in Detroit the labor
iver averaged more than 252 per cent. To train new workers costs from $25 to $200,
that labor turnover is a considerable factor in increasing costs of production. Mr.
n urges the need for industrial training. Again he says:the game of life hearts are trumps—not clubs as the Germans vainly imagined,
•sful business is honeycombed with sentiment. Germany was defeated because she
the'body against the soul: the lower nature of man against the higher. This
emost terrific object lesson of modern times. These four great fallacies: that
creates all wealth; that profits are theft; that capital opposes labor; and that
^•reduction is against the interests of the worker, have all got to be exposed and
dor.-:
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Commonwealth Government of Australia has created a Bureau of Commerce and
o promote organization of the country's resources, prepare a policy for the
ilon of trade, improve industrial methods and bring about the establishment of new
The Director of the Bureau is being assisted by a temporary general countpreeentauve of primary producers, the Chamber of Manufactures, the Chamber of
, and banking, shipping and other interests. The main purpose of the council
achieve effective organization from within the industries in order, as far as
lie, to secure co-operation, co-ordination and employment of modern methods in all
of production and marketing. It is proposed to encourage formation of associar groups of individual industries with an executive for each group, such execuwing represented on the general council. The British Government Board of Trade
which describes this development, states that three other objectives will be
in view:1. Adequate supplies of raw materials for:(a) Local consumption.
(b) Overseas export.
2. Increased production with decreased costs.
3. Better marketing (buying and selling) facilities.
uatralia already is a large exporter of wheat, flour, butter, meat, tallow, wool,
n-ferrous metals. Consideration will be given to the encouragement of other
toe of primary industry. In this connection, the Bureau will have the support of
stitute of Science and Industry in keeping primary producers informed, through
.^aociations, of what is being done in other parts of the world to increase pron. Advice and assistance will also be given to primary producers in the conduct
il experiments and the application of the most modern industrial methods.

United States Tariff Commission is preparing an anti-dumping bill to protect
rican manufacturers of dyes, according to Mr. Fordney, Chairman of the Ways and
Committee of the United States House of Representatives. In addition to this
-dumping legislation, Mr. Fordney believes that a higher rate of duty than that
osed by the Longworth Bill is necessary to provide sufficient protection for the
Btry.

e Onited States Consul at Sydney, N . S . W . , in a despatch to the Department of Comat Washington states that "just now there is a formidable movement to make Aus,a more of a manufacturing country, also substantially to increase the tariff and
preference in favor of Great Britain."

-2Japan rapidly developing as a manufacturing country and with competition from
manufacturers active in many commodities which are now made in Canada and
in many commodities which will be made eventually in the Dominion, it is
t to consider the wages paid to Japanese workers. As an indication of how low
ugee are compared with those paid to workers in this country, the Eighteenth Ficonomic Annual of Japan for 1918, prepared by the Japanese Department of
i and printed at the Government Printing Office in Tokio, gives the average daily
•ft paid to Japanese pottery workers, both men and women, at 34 cents for an ll£ hour
a average wage paid by the American porcelain manufacturers is $4 for an eight
day. Even if the difference in number of working hours be disregarded, the Amerix nge is 12 times as high.

In order to foster industrial undertakings in South Africa, there has just been orthe National Industrial Corporation, Ltd. Prominent in the corporation are
Nding financial, mining and business men in South Africa, and the new venture is also
ored by the National Bank of South Africa. The present capital is £500,000, but
irectore have the power to increase this up to £2,000,000 without consulting stockThe corporation will make long time loans or will subscribe capital to apid business either to aid in developing new industries or to expand going concerns.

the interests of Italy's foreign trade an Interministerial Commission has just
i appointed at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Its objects are:(a) To examine the most efficient means for promoting and developing Italian
trade abroad.
) To study problems of railway and maritime transport as effecting not only
exports but also emigration.
) To draft instructions for-commercial attache's and members of the diplomatic
and consular services as regards foreign trade policy.
) To consider the advisability of establishing new consulates and of changes
in relation to foreign trade policy in those already established.
) To consider the appointment of additional commercial attaches.
) To co-ordinate the work of the various Ministries dealing with trade relations
abroad.
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led States Consul General at Sydney, Australia, in a report to iftie Depart
o«B«rce at Washington says that the question of exchange with the United
mues to be a serious barrier against the purchase of American merchandise
i merchants. He also reports "a formidable movement to make Australia
I manufacturing country, also to substantially increase the tariff and the
.n favor of Great Britain."

United Stales Consul at Calcutta., India, has notified the Department of ComlashingU-t: that a bill has been introduced before the Viceroy's Legislative
posing an export duty of 15 per cent on Indian hides and skins with 10 per
He for shipments to destinations within the British Eoipire, providing that
rt they are tanned there. The report adds that the bill will undoubtedapproved and will go into effect immediately.
;d States draws from India a very large part of the supply of goat skins
•anufacture of shoes, the preference involved in this new legislation may stimuCanartian boot and shoe industry at the expense of manufacturers in the United
At any rate, the Canadian leather tanning industry should be advantageously
-

•he Mexican tariff, authorized by the decree of August 30, involve a
•able increase in protection. Duties have been increased in a number of cases
I developing industries and rates have been lowered in the case of certain
r not manufactured in Mexico. As an example of the increase, the import duty
•obile tires has been advanced from a former rate .of .75 peso per kilo to 1 peso
f the fact that there are now two factories in Mexico producing automobile
n with a stated capacity of 100 per day.

result of the persistent issue of paper money by the Bolshevist Government and
^^Htsive depreciation of the currency, the Russian rouble, which before the war
ne cents, has to-day little if any international value. The present
ouble in Bolshevist Russia is indicated by the fact that in Petrograd at
Ly the prices of the chief foodstuffs were:e meat (very rare), 100 roubles per Ib.; bread, 150 to 180 roubles per Ib.;
D to ,500 roubles per Ib.: sugar (rare), 250 roubles per Ib. : potatoes, 45
• per Ib.: milk, 30 roubles per bottle; eggs, 20 roubles each.

-2-

(

•d half-yearly budget of the Bolshevist Government shows a total revenue of
6 roubles and a total expenditure of 50,702,627,888 roubles, leaving a de353,000,000 roubles. The Commissary of Finances states that the deficit
ty issuing further paper money. Since the revolution the State expendileen approximately doubled every half year.

e industry of Great Britain has organized a National Export Selling Agency
ted liability company to develop the foreign trade of its members. A London
I.-;. says that an effort probably will be made to enlist all shoe manufacturers in
itain in order to secure standardization, of samples for each of the overseas
nwhich the agency will operate. The American Chamber of Commerce in London
eased the opinion that this combination undoubtedly will result in "huge prolandard lines." The Selling Agency, by acting for the entire trade, will
jition to accept bulk orders which will be split up among the members for
itrated production of the standard models.

Government of the Argentine has refused German appeals for credits for German
:hat country but has extended a credit of $200,000,000 to Great Britain,
hccc and Italy for a period of two years at 5i per cent.

•uch below the standards on this continent and the hours of work are considerably
The United States Trade Commissioner at Brussels, Belgium, has sent to the Det of Commerce at Washington a report on wages and hours of work containing deich the C;<:i!!!!i'3sioner says may be regarded as representative of general wage
lions in Belgium. It shows blacksmiths, machinists, e t c . , employed by the comir. reconstruction work, receiving from 19 to 24 cents per hour for an eight-hour
It) while mechanics employed in textile factories are paid from 18 to 22 cents per
Chief machinists get $12.55, expert machinists $11.77, and assistant machinists
9 per week of 54 hours. Skilled workmen in the rubber factories are paid 24 cents
our, and laborers 19 cents per hour for a 52-hour week. .The 54-hour week is fairly general in the textile industries. In the linen industries children are receiving
nts per hour, while the scale for experienced male cotton spinners ranges from 23
cents per hour. In the clothing industries garment workers receive 19 cents per
\e the general increase
in wages
Europe, payment
to 23
induetrial
workers
h a 9-hour
day. inCarpenters
are paid
cents per
hour is
for a 54-hour week,
I masons and plasterers receive 17 and 18 cents per hour supplemented by a bonus
8 per hour on account of the high cost of living. Painters get 16 to 17 cents
tour plus a 4-cent bonus.

fc

j to the New York Tribune points out the harmful effect of fixed prices in
It states that following the removal of the maximum price for oats, the price
tsed to 1200 marks per ton, while the price of v;heat was still fixed at 500 marks an<
00 marks, This overbalancing of prices drove the farmers to hasten threshoats and encouraged the feeding of wheat and rye to live-stock. As a result the
wud supply was threatened.

-2strongest arguments yet presented for development of domestic trade is
a recent report from the Dominion Bureau of Statistics which shows that,
present the overseas demand for food-stuffs has been maintained, exand allied products have dropped already to a mere fraction of the
of trade, and there has also been a decline in the exports of iron and
9 metals and their products. It is apparent that with the loss of the munit and with the reductions already reported in the export of other commodities
t be marked expansion of domestic trade if the industrial activity of the war
It to be maintained.
total imports into Canada for the twelve months ending last March, valued at
, no less than $746,937,509, or 81.5 per cent came from the United States.
he war 65 per cent or more of Canadian-imports were from the same source,
isary not only for the industrial but also for the agricultural prosperity of
that this huge volume of imports from the United States should be curtailed,
ducers, wholesalers, retailers, and consumers should be united in support
in Canada movement which, by giving preference to Canadian goods of equal
will stimulate industrial activity and prevent extensive unemployment. So,
raw materials should be used to the greatest possible extent in all processes
cture, and there should be searching investigation by Governments arid by inroups to determine the extent and commercial possibilities of our natural
ington despatch to The Wall Street Journal contains the following statement
iriff programme of the Republican party:reviaion of the tariff upward will be the dominant issue of the Republicans in
Presidential c^'ipaign. This has been decided upon by potent Republican leadress. of Y/hom Senator Penrose, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, and
Fordney. chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, are the leading
Jlling factors.
revision of ths tariff upv.'arcl will be presented to Congress in bills that will
eed early in the next regular session, and these bills will consume much of
f Congn;::; during the Winter arid early Spring, and the bill, in its finished
e form, will '03 passed late in the Spring. It is expected that this bill
vetoed by President Wilson, and thus the tariff issue will be projected at once
Presidential campaign during the Summer and Fall.
i of this decision, all efforts on the part of the Republican members in the
his Congress to get through 'popgun' tariff bills are doomed to failsuch bills, in any way, get through the House, they will be pigeonholed by
Penrose. in the Senate Finance Committee.
ready the House has passed bills increasing tariffs on tungsten, zinc, pearl
chemical dyes ana tar products, and has a bill under consideration to inties on magnesite. None of these bills, it is stated, will be allowed to pass
i Senate unless it is the bill increasing duties and applying a license to
dyes.
8 the opinion of Senator Penrose that it is an uneconomic plan to attempt to rethe tariff by 'popgun' bills, because such revision disturbs the entire tariff
: and prevents the building of a complete and scientifically adjusted tariff
i which will distribute fairly the tariff charges on all related and unrelated
8 pf import. For instance, he eays, the tungsten and magnesite industries bear
"ustry, which is the largest user of these materials and their
e claims U is unfair to the steel industry to jump the tariffs on such
jr adjuncts without readjusting the tariff on steel to meet the raise on tungisite. His judgment on the tariff questions, especially in their bearing
sues, has great weight with his Republican colleagues in the Senate."
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rt trade credits to the value of $156,000,000 have now been established by the
Government, including $50,000,000 with the British Government for Canadian
«•; 125,000,000 each with France, Belgium, Roumania, and Greece; and $6,000,000
•Italy.
liny groups of Canadian industries have organized for export trade, and an agreehas been reached between the Canadian Manufacturers Association and the Federation
sh Industries for the promotion of trade between the Mother Country and Canada.
iidred Canadian representatives of branches of English and Scotch firms have
id a Canadian Association of British Manufacturers with branches at Toronto and
real. While the object of this Association is largely to increase British imports
Canada, it should also be influential in developing export trade. A great deal of
ign trade has been received by the Canadian Woolen Manufacturers Association. The
manufacturers of women's garments, representing 95 per cent of the trade, have
ized a "Ladies' Wear Export Association" and have representatives in Europe.
;e April 1, the Canadian Biecuit and Confectionery Export Company, Limited, has
{Hid at least $1,000,000 worth of confectionery to Great Britain alone, as compared
t.al exports to all countries for the fiscal years ending 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916,
', of $27,112, $43,996, $82,702, $75,206, and $113,187, respectively,
{ricultural implement manufacturers have formed their own organization for foreign
to development. So have Canadian oil and lumber industries; Canadian distillers,
re, manufacturers of paints, hardware, stoves, boots and shoes, pulp and paper,
,.er commodities.
• Congress for a 44-hour week and prohibition of systematic overtime were adopted
inlue of the output of British industry would bs reduced by $2,100,000,000 annually.
w of the opposition of British labor leaders to.the policies of "ca1 canny"
under-production, it is interesting to note that the American Federationist, the
\h Commonwealth
Union has
estimated
that
if the demand
of the
Britishunder-production
Trade
blication
of the
American
Federation
of Labor,
condemns
in
October issue. Answering the criticism that "the producers of the world are not
.:.r.g, that the working people are not working as they ought to work," the Federa, editorially: "The working people of the United States have never coned, much less adopted, a policy of limitation of output, and in the last twenty
w not even has any appreciable group of workers followed any such policy. It is
f«:e;gn to every principle they hold and foreign to the whole code of ethics of the orred labor movement."
te statement that Mr. Lloyd Harris, Chairman of the Canadian Trade Mission in Lon•has returned to Canada to discuss with the Government the question- of financing
:port trade through the establishment of a trade corporation, recalls the
iver two years ago a special committee of the Senate recommended the organiza)fa trade bank, to be known as the Canadian Trade Corporation, as the best means
iicuring and financing overseas trade. The Committee in its report made special

-2o the British Trade Corporation established under Royal Charter, with a capi00,000, to assist in the development of British trade and industries, and
iid:Coonittee have after inquiry ascertained that the chartered banks, or some of
d leading industrial and commercial companies and individuals are willing to
consider undertaking the organization and operation of a Canadian corporaihat similar to the British organizations, and having for its object the conin and extension of Canadian trade after the war. Your Committee have taken inleration that the British Trade Corporation, although not directly operated uncontrol of the British Government, was nevertheless organized directly at the
of that Government, which has accorded them certain privileges and extended
a certain measure of assistance and official recognition."

«

one of the most important- industrial announcements in the history of Western
., Mr. R. A. Rcsu, Chairman of the Lignite Utilization Board, has declared that
, 1920, the Board hopes to have a $400,000 plant in operation, manufacturing
tee from the lignite deposits of southeastern Saskatchewan and southwestern ManiIt is the intention of the Board to let all the contracts for construction and
lent during the coming winter. When completed the capacity of the plant will be
I tons per year, and Mr. Ross believes that briquettes can be sold to dealers in
ipeg at approximately $9.40 a ton.
i Cecieion tc construct a $400,000 plant is the result of extensive investigaand experiments initiated by the Honorary Council for Scientific and Industrial
and later continued by the Lignite Utilization Board which was appointed
y by the Dominion Government and the Governments of Saskatchewan and Manitoba to
line the commercial feasibility of utilizing the lignites of the Prairie Provinces
•atic fuel. Mr. Ross is now able to say that "our experiments have now reached
t where we have got a process for carbonizing and briquetting lignite which
u a commercial product'at a commercial price from lignite coal, practically equal
iting value to anthracite coal."
long ago as June, 1917, a special committee of the Honorary Council for Sciend Industrial Research reported that the necessary manufacturing processes had
carried out on a super-laboratory scale and "their feasibility on an industrial
rwains only to be demonstrated."
.cess of this project," Dr. A. B. Macallum, Chairman of the Council, declar8 to be fraught with results which are to be of more importance than the imobject of it. It will induce private capital to-go into this enterprise, and
several plants may be erected which will supply the half a million tons that
required to replace the anthracite hitherto imported into Manitoba and Saskatfrom Pennsylvania, thus retaining in the country about five millions of dollars,
ttlly spent abroad for the supply of this fuel. It will blaze the path for the
,; not only of the 5? billions of tons of lignites of Saskatchewan, but also
vastly greater quantity of the better grade of this fuel in Alberta. It will
bly lead, eventually, to a process of utilization of the vast quantities of the
ucts which result, by-products which now are not highly valued but in the years
le will be the raw materials of great and flourishing industries. Finally it will
Mute the first step in the systematic, scientific utilization of the vast stores
Mrgy locked up in the lignites of the two provinces, which are, unlike the other
ices of the Dominion, scantily supplied with water power."
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Opinions are widely at variance as to Germany's ability, immedior in the near future, to engage largely in export trade. The
Ian Acting Trade Commissioner in London, England, states that
engaged there in the trade in boot and shoe lasts reported that
is ready to recommence export trade in that line and that,
by the present abnormal rate of exchange, lots of lasts have been
1 at prices as low as, if not lower than, costs of production in
i United Kingdom.
toe British Toy Manufacturers' Association also recently sent a
kion to the President of the British Board of Trade, asking for
ion against the low rate of German exchange, which offers an
ptant encouragement to German export business. The President of the
of Trade in his reply said that Germany had only small stocks of
8 accumulated for export; there was no great manufacturing activity
the present time; costs of production were enormous; and Germany
i not compete even with British manufacturers for a long time.
The British Government has reserved power to stop all or any imrta into the United Kingdom from a country from which such imports
ft made possible and overwhelming by the state of the exchange.

(

The Committee on Commerce and Marine of the American Bankers'
looiation in a report presented to the latter body has declared that
9 extension of foreign credits "the necessary financial machinery
» form of a large, capably managed and thoroughly equipped organiion with which the bankers, business men, and manufacturers of this
irould become identified, and which might very properly be initiated
1 supported by the members of the American Bankers' Association, should
'ided with the least possible delay."
The Committee declares its belief that the provisions of credits
foreign purchases in the United States constitute an essential basis
the maintenance and extension of the foreign trade of the United
This basin, the Committee adds, can be secured "to a markedly
. if not -/holly necessary degree, by wisely made American inin foreign securities, not only Government issues, but also
^•L and industrial, if properly guaranteed."
littce ™as of the opinion that such an organization should
••? "-.jital and !T"b3 sufficiently resourcefiil to extend credits
ir.g into the largest figures that can be required for the purchase
.i products." The e f f o r t s of the organization "should most
j supplemented ~hy the maximum of production here" (i.e. in
ted States) in order, not only that American workers be kept well
It ably employed, but also that they be not subjected to the paylesaive prices for their own needs.
Tr^o Supplement of The London Times, in discussing the Indian
ity on ravj hides and. skins, says that "the bent of the politically-

u n t o protection of what are termed 'nascent 1 industries is
Twjitrong."

I

Jhe University of London proposes to spend $2,500,000 in the estabof a commercial faculty, the endowment of a chair of commerce,
'oundation of scholarships and travelling clerkships, the erection
ssary buildings, and the acquisition of a commercial library.
nimsity is now conducting an active campaign to raise the necessary
, and the principal British steamship companies have subscribed large
its to the fund, The United States Trade Commissioner in London says:
is felt that at the moment no more valuable work would be done for
;rade than by endowing a really practical and complete system of
r commercial training."
jtimistically on the prospects of British trade, Sir
• LOS has declared that Germany cannot hope to rank among the
manufacturing nations of the world for months, and perhaps for
3 come. Ho also contended that owing to the high coat of living
increas&d costs of production, Japan will not be able to compete
wefully ydtli Great Britain in those superior articles of manufacrhich have given British product3 such an international reputation.
striking fact, however, that the value of Japanese imports into
have tremendously increased until to-day they represent practically
-fifth of India's import trade. The official figures for 1918-19 show
t imports into that country of fill, 666, 665, as compared to
,666,665 in 1917-18, and $44,166,665 in 1916-17.
The striking progress of industrial research in Great Britain is
ed by the fact that on July 31 last, according to the report of
Jritish Committee of the Privy Council for Scientific and Industrial
March, licences had been issued to nine research associations and
Committee has approved, of eight others as follows:Research Associations Licensed.
British Photographic Research Association.
British Scientific Instrument Research Association.
British Research Association for the Woollen and Worsted Industries.
Britich Portland Cement Research Association.
ritish Motor and Allied Manufacturers' Research Association.
British Empire Sugar Research Association.
Britirh Cotton Industry Research Association.
Britirh Iron Manufacturers 1 Research Association.
British Boot, Shoo, and Allied Trades Research Association.
Research Associations Approved.
Vscociaticn of British Rubber and Tire Manufacturers.
• Industries Research Association.
Industry Research Association.
arch Association.
British Chocolate, Cocoa, Sugar, Confectionery and Jam Manufacturers'
-arch Association.
Scottish Shale Oil Trade Research Association.
>. Non-Ferrous M3tals Research Association.
; 3h Refactories Research Association.
3, 1919, money grants aggregating $87,530 had been made by
•ivernment to approved research associations, and the Imperial
•ie encouragement of scientific and industrial research was
m that date to further expenditure to the extent of $990,000.
estimated that the grants which will be made to research asns ro-.v in the coiirse of formation will amount to at least another
00 on the basis of their minimum contributions.
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Ihe Premier of Italy Las laid down, the fundamentals for reconstruction
Italy in these wordo: "Maintain order at every cost; work more intensely;
lead; produce more. Ho other choice is open."
The Guaranty Truot Company of New York, in a report on American goods
foreign markets, says: "Australian buyers are advising the immediate shipof goods now on ordor "because of the expected upward revision of the tariff."
A bill presented to the French Chamber of Deputies provides for the
bliohment of a French national bank of foreign commerce with an initial
Ital of 100,000,000 francs. She "bank will possess an organization for the deaent of long-term credit business abroad, and will have special facilities
the collection and dissemination of information to exporters and other inter•. It will establish branches, agencies and connections abroad to
in co-operation with the central organization, and a special reserve fund
la provided for this purpose from money, including a national subsidy,
tided by the State.
Mrs. Claudia Quigloy Hurphy, advisory counsel for the Women's Rational
lo Cooittoo, who has just returned from a Wootern trip in the interests of
tion to American industries, urges a national association for the devolopnant of the home market. "We oust stand, as a nation, behind our American
." she declares. "I want to see formed an immense national associaledged to buy no goods unless assured of thoir American origin. Eov? that
he war is over, v/e have nplendid plants and large industries through the inveatnit of /.^orioaa capital. It is our civic duty to .foster and to support thorn.
70 we had suoli wonderfully equippsc! r.lLMvbs -vita which to supply our
nestle market;:, lot us bo loyal and not allow tliam to fail for lack of support.
Icing before tho recent Intel-national Trado Conference at Atlantic
•;n. William C. Redfield, Secretary for Coiraorco for tho United States,
^Bd tho formation of a foreign finsnco corporation with an original capital
•00,000,000 to 01,000,000,000 - preferably the latter - to finance exports
roo tho United States, accepting long term securities and obtaining additional
for the sale of bonds to investors on this continent.
Tho Committee on Credit end Finance at tho same Conference) i'ocor;..iGiidycl
."iato eter.j "bo triiai to expedite tho passage of tho Eu£o Bill and to
rago tho foliation of largo corporaticnc ra.o.ci' that legislation Tor finr.nc-

- 2—
Protection of key industries will be a feature of the new Australian
ilicy, according to Mr. Walter Leiteh, Director of the nev/ly created
CoEierce and Industry, who emphasises the necessity of making tho country
atained industrially. Baaing his opinions on a recent speech of the Acting
later of Australia, Mr. Leiteh declares that "the policy of the Australian
at will ba a higher protective tariff than exists at present, or failing
u tariff, a bonus for Australian manufactured goods to enable the
industry to got properly established. Ho doubt satisfactory legislangarding dumping will also be passed at the same time as the bonus and
arrangements." Interviewed in London, England, by a representative of the
Science Monitor, LIr. Leiteh boldly declares his position on nationalof industry: "I do not believe that industries could bo co well handled
it Department as by private individuals, but I do think that greater
could be effected, and greater efficiency obtained l>'j co-operation
manufacturers, with a view to standardising their products, and arranging
production on co-operative line.-;, also selling through central organizaI, somewhat on the lines of the German cartels, more particularly as regards
ort trade. Economical administration of this kind would tend to cheapen
I of production, and might bring about greater co-operation between the employer
be employee, so that each would secure an adequate return for his labor.
"The report of the Committee on Industrial Control, in which Lord Ealfour
rleigh advocates this policy, is one which I heartily indorse."
Professor W. I. Kins, of the University of Wisconsin, is the author of
issued book entitled "Wealth and Income of the People of the United
After careful discussion of the division of national income among all
I, he reached the conclusion that if all rent, interest and profits were
to wages the sum of the latter would not be increased by more than oneHe says: "It would seem improbable that, with our present national
tive power, any feasible system of distribution could increase the average
••wner's income in purchasing power by more than one-fourth, and this is an
rather than a moderate estimate. While such a change might or might not
lesirable, it would at least work no startling revolution in the condition of
the eaployees of the United States. The grim fact remains that the quantity of
turned out absolutely limits the income of labor and that no reform will
universal prosperity which is not based fundamentally upon increasing the
tttlonal income. After all, the Classical Economists were right in emphasising
side of production in contradistinction to that of distribution. Eature reto yield her bounty except in return for effort expended. Demands for high
Mf«9 have never yet unlocked her storehouses." Commenting upon this quotation,
lational City Bank says: "This addition of 25 per cent, to wages which Professor King calcutes to be the utmost that might be theoretically made, if all rents, interest
ite profits were confiscated, would leave nothing for improvements and
ions to tlio present industrial ecjuipment, except the savings from wages,
d nobody supposes that the additions would be nearly all saved. Experience
)W8 that rrn~:> :'">•
> common1j spent, and are wanted for that purpose.
tly there would be a large diminution of available capital for continuthe development which Professor King says has brought such benefit to the
In tho last fifty yean. Moreover, the attempt to confiscate all
, ;r.terest and profits, would throw industry into such confusion that in
bility there would be no more to divide here than there is in Russia,
e returns +-1 the wage -earning would be less than they are now."
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tho c;-.:..j :. elation between \7agos and value of output as
-BUS oi' Production for 1^17, strikes in Canada have caused
1 loss
id output or ,.
j e.ud factories directly affected
-0,000. This figure takes no account of tho loos to
Indirectly affected through interruption in orders and curtailment
: nor of tho commercial and coiiJiiuiiity loss through dislocation
9 time loss in working clrys frcra January 1 to September 30
reported by tho Department at Ottawa as 3,161,525. Assuming the
at $3.50, tha loss in factory output, according to the 1917 figures,
578,000,000. L::: .Irj C'.llo^nco for t".io loss from tho end of
.nd e. total reduction in output of approximately
in wogcrj of 011,000,000.
j-trial disputes in the United States have "been more numerous than
and, while detailed figures are not immediately available, it is
bly not unfair to c-jsume that the time lost there has "been greater than in
jout the same proportion as the population of the United States is
ban that of tlio Dominion. On this basis we may estimate a reduction in
in tlio United States of about $1,020,000,000 and a reduction in proj-th American continent in excess of $1,100,000,000. \Vhon it is
that this is a direct loss in goods required by tho people of these
atries and for export, it must bo recognized that here is ono factor in
flag prices high and in preventing a decline in the present abnormal cost of
Retail and wholesale businesses throughout Canada could take effective
the development of the home market if they would follow the practice
ndian departmental store which UGGS the maple leaf to indicate
Canada goods throughout its Annual Catalogue. This year, advising its
5 look for the maple leavss when ordering from the Catalogue, it says
heading, "What This Maple Leaf Means to You":"Buy Canadian-made goods where 'possible as a matter of practical patriIn doing so your money remains in Canada to benefit Canadian.workmen and
Ian indurjries, and thus contributes 'bo tho financial stability and welfare
HAl country."
Hie great nations of tha world cro united in developing their home
and protecting key and infant industries. Advocates of radical tariff
BIB in Canada are not only blind to the international economic raovenioiit
eir allegiance to Cobden and the Manchester School, they forget that
irt Mill himself stated the case for newly established industries M
'The superiority of ono country over another in a branch of industry
ees only from it liD/vi^; bcr^m it sooner. A country which has this
d exi
to c.cquire may in otlisr respects be better adapted to the
ian those earlier in the field; cad, besides, it is a Just remark
hing has a greater tendency to produce improvement in any branch of prothan its tricJ. imclcr a ne~7 cot of conditions. Suo it oasmot b« Bxpaotad

iduals should, at their own risk, or rather to their certain loss,
boa a new manufacture and tear the burden of carrying it on until the
have been educated to the level of those with whom the processes have
• traditional. A protecting duty continued for a reasonable time will
IMS be the least inconvenient mode in which a country can tax itself for
:t wpport of such an experiment."
So, also, Adam Smith, while contending that the danger of foreign compe.11 overstated, reluctantly admitted that "the case in which it may
be a matter of deliberation how far, or in what manner, it is proper to
e free importation of foreign goods, after it has been for some time
ed, is when particular manufactures, by means of high duties or prohiall foreign goods which can corns into competition with them, have
r extended as to employ a great multitude of hands. Humanity may in
require that the freedom of trade should be restored only by slow gradns, and with a good deal of reserve end circumspection. Were those high
i prohibitions taken away all ab ones, cheaper foreign goods of ths
::ight be poured EO fast into the home market, as to deprive all at once
ids of our people of their ordinary emplojrment end means of subsistence.
r which this would occasion Eiigat no doubt be very considerable."
In the conclusion of the GH.^O cL::oter he said: "The undertaker of a
manufacture, who, by the homo market being suddenly laid open to tlio
Ion of foreigners, should be obliged to abandon his trade, would no doubt
fer considerably. That part of his capital which had usually boon employed
sing materials and in paying his workmen, might, without much diffilerhaps, find another employment. But that part of it which was fixed in
sea, and in the instruments of trade, could scarce be disposed of without
liderable loss. The equitable regard, therefore, to his interest requires that
{63 of this kind should never be introduced suddenly, but "slowly, gradually,
tfter a very long warning."
The striking similarity in the reconstruction problems facing both
ralia and Canada is emphasized in a special review- of foreign industry by
London correspondent of "The Protectionist:" Dealing with the growth of the
tionist movement in Australia, the writer says:"The position in Australia is simply this: that five million people owe
millions. They must produce more in order to pay the giant interest charge,
1 they must expand their industries so that there may be profitable employment
» growing population. To this end a strong protectionist party has been
Md in Melbourne and the government is now definitely committed to a policy of
fective protection. There la not any doubt that Parliament will vote for the
highest possible range of duties.
"The spirit in which these will be adjusted to study the interest
the newest protection - (1) protection; (2) revenue; (3) worker; (4) consumer
1 be best appreciated by the government proposal. They contend that it
Its en the people of Australia to insist on more protection and higher
l«ncy in rural and manufacturing industries to enable Australia to carry her
Since war started the Commonwealth haa learned protectionist lessons.
has eeen how the great key industries of Australia, notwithstanding past
rts, have been allowed to remain practically undeveloped. For eighteen
following Jnly 1- 1918, the import of the Commonwealth amounted to £60
ons. For the whole year ended June "0 Ir.r.t, it was estimated that they
mount to £100 millions. That would be the largest bill Australia had
or paid in one year, and the government contends it is more than she should
Imagine what it would mean to the industries of Australia and to
gaged in them, in continuity of employment and wages, if only half the
imports were made within the Commonwealth."
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A provisional revisal of the customs tariff which will increase duties
nany articles is anticipated in Italy, 'i'ho British (Government) Board of
Journal, discussing Italian tariffs and import restrictions, says:"Interost centres in the revision of the existing customs tariff in
stion with which a parliamentary eoii:alGf;icii has been at work since July,
17. e need for revisal is admitted on all Ii2,nd3 sinco the existing tariff
established in 1887 and is out-of-data to bit v;ith regard to classifications
rchaniiic and to the duties imposed. i'he Italian Government has taken
to freo its hands by denouncing existing commercial treaties or renewing
only for short periods. The Commission, however, is not expected to report
1920, and in the meantime, according to one of the leading commercial
apers, a provisional revisal is to be made by a Royal Decree to be issued
The statement lacks any official confirmation, but the journal in
ion has published what purports to be the text of the decree, and a full
^Hof the new duties, flie immediate object of the measure is said to be the
ity of preventing the Italian market from being flooded by goods from the
itral Powers, favored by the cheapness resulting from the low rate of exchange.
0 out of the 472 articles in tho tariff are affected, and the increase
Inty varies in general from 20 to 400 per cent. She decree would not apply
conventional' duties in tho casa of countries with whom, a commercial treaty
ts, nor in the case of these countries to the general list of duties unless
Wintry has, since tho beginning of the war, raised its own tariff against
Italy "
In addition to likely increases in protection, the Italian Government
I taking extensive and practical measures to develop the domestic market and
; home industries. The United States Trade Commissioner to Home has
ported to the Department of Commerce at Washington as follows:"In connection with the extensive improvements in the Italian telephone
which are contemplated, a royal decree of September 2, 1919, provides
i'llo, not only the construction work but also the supplying
issary equipment shall be allotted to Italian firms, which are defined
leing those »hich actually manufacture in Italy with Italian capital and
i, when circumstances permit, raw materials of Italian production,
'ter the flrng falling in the above category preference will be given
'•••'lo'igh of foreign origin and using foreign capital, manufacture
require-! ^^rial in Italy principally with Italian labor.
fheimer it is necessary to depart from the above provisions and invite
Ive bids, Ir.sl.'.rn. firms are to be given a margin of protection of 10 per
b regard to foreign firms and of 5 per cent, over those which, although
lly Italian,
' bwe in Italy. In the caso of the latter, however,
; ly provided that the mere assembling of parts imported from abroad
•'<'•"">'.'••' "-' • - nrfacture and will not entitle a firm to any preference."
; information h^ just become available concerning the new
••*is tariff which cane into force on April 1. IFhe new rates are on

- 2i MMiderally higher level than formerly, and, in addition, classification is
i Bore extended. The new tariff contains no fewer than 961 items as compared
284 in the preceding law.
Acting Secretary to the United States Department of Commerce, Mr. Edwin
•t, has issued a statement expressing the conviction that if surplus
ction of American farms and factories is to he advantageously sold as is
Mary to keep the people of the United States well employed at fair wages,
markets must be developed and maintained. He favors energetic competiwith Great Britain and other nations in the foreign markets of the world.
The Senior British Trade Commissioner in Australia, in a report disling the effect of the war upon that country, states that: "The secondary
striea have received great stimulus and it has been demonstrated that a wide
of articles can be successfully manufactured in Australia which formerly
imported. Opportunity will no doubt be taken of the forthcoming tariff
Ision to protect as many of the secondary industries as possible... .The
»1 resources and potential wealth of Australia are so vast and her people
Tlrile and enterprising, that it is only reasonable that with the development
resources and expansion of population, manufacturing industries on a large
le should be successfully carried on."
Examining the results of Bolshevist Government in Russia, Mr. Herbert
?er, in a recent address before the American Institute of Mining Engineers,
taid:"To-day two-thirds of the railways and three-fourths of the rolling
jck that they control are out of operation. The whole population is without any
normal comforts of life and plunged into the most grievous famine of centuries.
Its people are dying at the rate of hundreds of thousands monthly from starvation
and disease. Its capital city has diminished in population from nearly v.vo
Billion to less than 600,000. Prices have risen to fantastic levels. The
streets of every city and village have rim with the blood of executions; nor
ive these executions been confined to the so-called middle and upper classes,
for, latterly, the opposition of the workmen and farmers to this i-6gime has
brought them also to the firing squad in appalling numbers.
^.ine the recent proclamations of this groiip of mixed idealists
irderers, ra find a radical change in their economic end social ideas.
hey have abandoned the socialisation of the l?.nd, for they find the farmer will
-oduce for payment in highflovm and altruistic phrases. They have reestablished a differential rage in an attempt to ::t>i"riXate exertion o.nd c.^bition
Of skilled labor,
•7 have established a State Savirgs B?nk, in order to stimulate
production through making provision for family and old age. They are offering
etulous salaries for msn capr.'bla of directing the le.rge egsnoies of production,
a fact, vrhile in the midst of flOT?ery verbal endeavor to maintain that they are
till Socialists, they are endeavoring to restore individual ownership of property
and of the results of labor. The very High Priest of Socialism is to-day vainly
endeavoring to save his people from their total destruction by summoning back the
of production. The apologists of this debacle are telling us that it is
; l^.o?1:"^.?. c^.d to various other oppositions, but any one with
"33 of Russia !rneT9 thp,t they did have within their borders
laple supplies of food, cor.l, oil, rool, fl?T, cotton end metals, and the
3 with which to work them in a^.n^^^ne, end that their sole deficiency is
hnn effort.'*
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Tho immediate adoption of an anti-dumping law similar to that in force
n Canada has been recommended by the Industries Committee of the House of
Representatives of the Hew Zealand Parliament. The Committee further found that
isarly all the secondary industries were threatened by competition from abroad
and warned the Government that in many coses, even where protection is now given,
further assistance through duties or bonuses is essential. The Committee,
wording to the Hew Zealand Herald, approved of a substantial preference to
•eat Britain but recommended that How Zealand's ordinary tariff should apply to
ther British dominions not extending preference or favorable treatment to Eew
saland. Iho Herald report continues :"2ho Committee believes that after the tariff is revised an attempt
should le made to enter into a reciprocal agreement with Australia and other
British dominions for the interchange of certain productions of each country. .
Comritteo recommends the immediate revision of the reciprocal treaty entered
into with South Africa in 1907. In 1915, legislation was passed empowering the
Sovernor by Order-in-Council to impose a surtax of 50 per cent, on any goods
epecified in the order that are imported into Hew Zealand from the countries
recently at war with the British Empire, the evident intention being that the
iddlticnal duty should be imposed on euch goods when peaceful relations were
esuzod. Provided there is no international agreement to the contrary, the
Cosaittee recommends that the above provision should continue."
The Committee urged that an expert metallurgist should be engaged to
report on the value of iron deposits in the Dominion, and edvised that export of
rap iron should be prohibited. Subject, to the condition that local manufacturers of implements should produce articles equal in quality and workmanship
imported products and for a price approved by the Board of Commerce, the
Coonittee further recommended the imposition of a tariff duty sufficient to
secure a fair and reasonable profit for local manufacturers.
International appreciation of the value of scientific and industrial
research is indicated by the fact that Japan has established a National Laboratory for Scientific and Industrial Research, with a fund of §2,500,000 for use
during the nest ten years. Italy, too, is creating a National Research Council.
A sioilar project is being discussed in Prance. In Hew Zealand a special
Industries Committee of the House of Representatives, impressed with the number
of pressing scientific problems deeanding solution in the country, has recomironded the establishment of a Board of Science and Industry for the development
of national resources. The Committee also recommends that the Government should
make special grants to each of the university colleges to provide fully qualified
assistants to the professors of scientific subjects, including engineering,
mining and medicine.
According to an estimate of Mr. Stephen C. I£e.son, President of the
Sational Association of Manufacturers in the United States, strikes have cost
that country $10,000,000 a day in the last eight months, an average over the
eriod of $25 for every man, woman and child in the Republic.

in uiiu wux

of Price Bros & Co. of Quebec materialize. As William Price, the elder,
led a whole district iuto being, and earned the title, 'father of the
nenay," so a descendant of the same name, Sir William Price, proposes the
onitruction of a great newsprint mill in the Saguenay district, with a capacity
ietween 400 and EDO tons a day. The proposal involves the creation of a town
.juenay of some 7,000 people about three or four miles east of Chicoutimi,
.a expenditure of millions of dollars to convert virgin land into streets,
actories, public buildings and dwellings. In addition Price Bros. & Co, conteoplate extensions to their existing mills at Jonquiere and Kenogami which will
Tease their output from those plants from 260 to 325 tons a day of paper and
board in addition to sulphite pulp. When their Saguenay plant is in operation
Price Bros, Ss Co. will have a total output equal to nearly two-fifths of the
present entire national production, the daily output of Canadian paper mills now
ling some 2,200 tons as compared with 2,900 tons in the United States.
la an interview, Sir William Price states that work has already teen
irted on the necessary water-power at the Saguenay plant, and that construclon of the mill will be under way by Kay of next year.
Commenting on these proposals, The Quebec Chronicle says, editorially I
IB fashionable at this moment to worship at the farmer's feet, but in the
,ong run Canadians cannot fail to recognize the decisive part that the manufacers have played in the upbuilding of a great and prosperous Dominion, and
Bong those the Ancient Capital may hold itself fortunate to bo intimately
Inked with such a progressive, patriotic firm as that which has now bent its
orgies to capture first place among the world's producors in its own particular
commodity."
Particular attention is paid to the tariff planks of the Farmers'
platform in a special article in the Hovember issue of the Canadian Labor Press,
ihioh is tho official organ of the Allied Trades and Labor Council of Ottawa,
and is endorsed by the Independent Labor Party of Ottawa, the Hamilton District
Trades and Labor Council, the Hamilton Building Trades Council and tho Kitchener
Twin City Trades and Labor Council. It frankly states that it is an open
Question if eny permanent alliance can be maintained between the Farmer and
Labor parties in Ontario. "Canada," it says, "has great manufacturing interests
built up under protection, employing over 700,000 persons end paying over $550,)CO,000 in wages and salaries. Over 2,000,000 Canadians are directly dependent
r their livelihood upon the continued prosperity of these industries* Is
ihere anything tut menace for Canadian labor in the free trade demands of the
organized Farmers? Workers cannot afford to forgot that Grain Growers in tho
jst have become so extreme that thoy are threatening to boycott Canadian industries if tlioir fiscal demands are not met. In a recent number of the Canadian
abor Press attention was called to a remarkable letter in the Montreal Daily
Star from a correspondent who signed himself "Grain Grower", end declared that
) bought implements made in the United States in order that the duty might go
ito the Treasury and to punish the East for maintaining a system of protection,
the workers of Ontario to be punished through their wages ty Western farmers
owould deny business to Eastern factories, reduce output, create unemployment,
d produce a poriod of industrial uncertainty 7/hich would inevitably be felt in
' trades? Is it in the national interests that the tariff policy of the
Elnicn should be directed by an agricultural group clearly concerned to further
s class in terests? Can there be any aseurence of Industrie! prosperity under
tariff policy of the Grcin Growers which is directly opposed to the interkional movement towards protection? ....
There noy be room for compromise with the United Fr.rreors of Ontario,
before labor commits itself to anything approaching a permanent alliance,
kers should clearly understand the Farmers' platform... .It is inevitable that
Btrial questions should occupy much of the time in the next Legislature.
r should demand a clear statement from the United Farmers of Ontario on their
towardo the eight-hour day and collective bargaining. Workers chculd
know whether or not it is the intention of the Farmers to give legislative
o tariff planks of their platform."
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The creation of an extensive new industry in Canada and an increase of
OTW twenty-five per cent, in the value of the annual yield of Canadian
fisheries may result from apodal inquiries conducted by the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research into the utilization of fish waste. The
annual amount of this waste for both the the Atlantic and Pacific coasts is
approximately SCO.CCO tone, and the Research Council estimates that the quantity
f aolids annually thrown away, comprising chiefly fats and proteins, amounts to
at least 75.000 tons which, if subjected to appropriate treatment, should be
worth $10,000,000 at prevailing prices, or about one-quarter of the total annual
yield of the fisheries of Canada. Further, the oil contained in the waste, if
separated and purified, should be worth on the market as much as $2,000,000.
"The utilization of this waste," the Council says, "will be of imperative
urgency in the very near future. Even now there is a ver serious deficiency in
the world's supply of food, including specially fats. It will take twenty years
at least to restore the annual supply to what it was before 1914, and, therefore, any source of protein and fat at present untapped should, if it is at all
Industrially feasible, "be made to contribute its quota of these indispensable
nutrient compounds. Hie proteins so obtained would, mixed with other foods less
nourishing, give a product which, as stock food, would enhance the supply of
i»at of various kinds, beef and pork, while the fat could be employed to the
Htent of its supply in the production of the cheaper and commoner kinds of soap
for which so mica of more valuable fat is used to-day."
She Council, as a result of its investigations, concluded that the
utilization of fish waste was an industry which could bo made to give profitable
returns, and recommended to the Sub-Committee of -the Privy Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research that $50,000 should be appropriated to carry out necessary demonstrations. A private company in Canada, however, has been so impressed
with the findings of the Research Council that it has raised the necessary
capital and will now conduct its own experiments at Canso.

!

At a meeting of the Swiss Federal Council to discuss necessary measures
for preventing "overcrowding by foreign wares," presumably German and Austrian
products, the adoption of tariff protection together with prohibition of certain
imports was strongly urged by Councillor Schult The Basle Hews declares that
the introduction of tariff measures is inevitable if Swiss commerce is to withstand foreign competition
The work of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research has as
peat a value for agricultural as it has for industrial communities. Very important experiments are being conducted by the Council to produce a variety of
wheat less susceptible to the present dangers of early frost and rust fungus.
The investigation on wheat genetics which has been carried on for the past three
years and for which substantial annual grants have been made, has already given
very interesting results. After explaining that early frosts and rust fungus
are amongst the risks to which wheat-growing in the three Western provinces is

- 2ad, Dr. A. 3. Uacallum, Administrative Chairman of the Council, says in his
imo&l Report!
"The llarguis Wheat, the origin of which is a very noteworthy achieveMot resulting from the experiments in wheat breeding on the part of Dr. Charles
I, Sauaiers, of the Experimental Farm, Ottawa, is the staple wheat of the West,
ud la rapidly becoming the staple wheat of the Northwestern States. It gives a
lirge yield; it has good milling and baking qualities, which are exceedingly
nluable factors in making it acceptable as a wheat suitable for cultivation in
the feet, It ripens earlier than the other varieties, which it has almost wholly
displaced, but not so early as to escape the incidence of an early frost. Further,
t baa a conparatively low power of resistance to rust which, in some districts,
Uies a heavy toll on the crop. Professor Thompson, in his investigations, is
»ttaspting to brood a variety of wheat which will ripen early, be wholly rustresisting and have good milling and baking qualities. He has succeeded in
. poducing a variety which ripens nearly two weeks earlier than the Marquis, and
also varieties some of which are wholly rust-resistant, others less co. He is
BOW endeavoring to product a hybrid of these which will ripen early, be completjly rust-resistant, give a good yield per acre and have the right milling and
baking qualities. The achievement of this object is fraught with consequences
f vast importance to agriculture in Western Canada, as it will eliminate all
the ordinary risks, except one namely, deficiency of rainfall, to which wheat
growing there is subject, and the Research Council, recognizing what is Involved
ud the agricultural interest concerned, is prepared to support financially this
Investigation till the object of it is attained, even if it takes a number of
jeers to achieve it"
The schedules for dyestuffs and chemicals in the French Tariff have
been substantially increased. The revision applies also to colors, dyes, inks.
Tarnishes, blacking, gelatin, synthetic perfumes, vanillin, saccharin and dynamite.
There is every reason to believe that the Canadian Wheat Board fully
miles its obligations both to the wheat-growers and to the Dominion generally.
It would be obviously unwise for the Board to make public at this time information relative to commitments abroad, prices obtained on overseas sales, etc.,
Inasmuch as in marketing abroad Canada's export surplus of wheat and flour the
Canadian Wheat Board is competing with the United States, Argentina and Australia.
Is understood, however, that the Board has secured for Canadian wheat sold
overseas at least as high prices as are being obtained by competing countries,
and all sales have been affected on a cash basis.
While American millers are anxious to secure the high gluten Canadian
wheat to nix with their softer product, it IB important in the interests of the
farmers themselves that Canada should continue the direct trade now being
developed with new markets, especially those which formerly were supplied from
Russia and the Balkans.
While details are being withheld, for sound business reasons, the statesent nay safely be made that no legitimate Canadian interest is being sacrificed
and that when a further distribution is made to the wheat-growers on the basis
of their participation certificates, the price received by the farmer will be
highly satisfactory to him.
There is danger that uninformed agitation, following the action of the
Dalted States in lifting its embargo against wheat imports, may interfere with
the plans of the Wheat Boardf may drain Canadian wheat to American centres, there
to be mixed with the softer American product t may force a temporary closing of
Iiaadian mills for lack of wheat; and may mean permanent loss of direct export
tnde of a crop which, by virtue of its high quality, should go into world trade
directly, as a product of Canada, instead of being used to raise the standard of
kited States flour
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Bmdreds of trade unions throv-ghout Cw:.:-o,i have endorsed the appointment of
»tariff bo: d.
•-. tho Pacific; Coast to the Atlantic seaboard industrial workers
:vjific tariff revision which, in the words of the Canadian Bailier Weekly, "vvill oro.llo the Dominion or.d i t j manufacturers and its workmen to
free from the dirjtuivins influences of political tariff battles."
iwill la recalled that a ; long -30 as 1
:M the Canadian Railroader Weekly
urgeJ lue ]
.it of a trrlff board with a representative of labor on the comjion. In its issuo of lioveaber 29, it cays:"Wo find upcn eir-im-los that our or.:^:uryi bc^i.in in April for a scientific
;.;ltn for conducting tarif
••rs ha:j been taken up I
' labor unions
i-iira of Clrnala. H I
' of resolutic:
..p/o-r-r.-ontly been
;< ;, ..
:;3 of {j/.-'eat r;aticfaction to tho Canadian
•oader that il.o idea of a tariff ucLird, which received its firat inspiration and
•iiTico, last April, has borr.^ each wonderful fruits. It certainly is a gi-oit tribuio to the v.•j'l-jfulness and intelliscnoc oi' t? a v.'or.ri:is class of CanIda that they have so heartily and universally endori;:.cl c':i:l supported the idea of a
tariff board."
lijt of trades and labor councils v;hich have "debated the
tlon of a tarif f board and pronounced in its favor." Tha li^t includes the
ies and Labor Councils of Hilton, Potc^'r: ro, Kingston, Prince Albert, Lethbridga,
ara Falls, 3'j-jiltcn, St. Thoiar.s, IVoaton, Brantford, Gt. John, Pictou Coiuity,
, Windsor &;id Eoac-j: Coimty, Iiondcn, ircdcricton, Uoutreal, end the Allied
Jradeo civl J:,bor Council of Ottawa and the central Labor Council cf Saimia.
Among other bodies that have endorsed P. tariff board arai local u"'.ions of
wilwsy employees, co.vri3;3, and conductoro; carpenters; !•"
iths and helpers;
•bors; painters &\a; notal poliohors? plumbers and
.0; bricklayers, n-.anons, and plr.otorers; loccEotivo firemen end enginer carriers; muaio.
;.i.I.cj.,:i; b c j j t.nd clioo v;oi'luor3| cigar
nak-31'3' Ic ther wor] ersj j; .'.inters and decorator£;; sheet iuati-,! v/orkors; brewery and
:rs; stc-iC'..
ond oloct::c;t;-i)or:;; hotel and ro-3tE-.uvo.nt workers;
; :
'.'leal £)t:ii'a c:;i.oloyiDa; LailoiLi; .;jo
9n stone cutters J nine
^^•re; tolcijliono oporntora; deep sea f .
on; pulp calpL.ite end paper mill
irs; Bv.'.I electric railway employ-333; lon^slio-.
L1
.?.ers; olec.cg c'~. i; ''j....'.:".; ij.'o;i, tit eel and tio workers.
•-.ppointn:rnt of n. board has also!
- by the Typographical Unions
,-boro, Kingston
j the C
/ightero
.on; Local To. S^, F:vcrjraLJ3 Carmen, C J ::ca Place; tho Toronto Pattern,ciatio;-, ." v.tcn, C:rb.; Canadisn Association of Stationary 8ogiii^*ra,
31,,;
i and Cement i-lnJ.ahera International
Ho. S72, Hamilton.

The trenon"
per!;".;
;•

3 in:
il financial obligati
3 tho war
;. Bconomy imperative and enrphaaizea the necessity for the
Lo :'.irv3;-jl;is-:vt3

,

:

^^»"

.

1 utilisation of

JB flelda an:i

v.-iot;.

It

- 2 alto eophasizes the necessity of completing all processes of manufacture, as far as
fOiaible, in the Dominion. Millions of dollars are being lost to Canada through
tha export of raw pulp and pulpwood, leather, asbestos, and other materials. For
tha fiscal yoar ending March 31, 1918, Canada exported more than 11,000,000 pounds
of urnanufactured leather* to a value of $3,412,060, and imported manufactured leathar products to the valuo of $4,035,859. If the raw leather, instead of being exported, had been utilized in final processes of manufacture in the Dominion, an additional value of scma §6,000,000 would have been created, much of which would
hare been spent in wages to Canadian workers and the encouragement of secondary
laather industries. As i b was, the countries to which Canada Bent its unmanufactured product secured all the benefits of final processes of manufacture,
ihile more than $4,000,000 of Canadian money was spent upon imported boots and
ihoes and other leather products. In the same way over $56,500,000 was lost to
Canada last year in the export of 1,500,000 cords of pulpwood valued at $8,500,000.
Manufactured into paper at homo this pulpwood would have represented more than
7B,000,OCO, and provided an additional 025,000,000 for wages for Canadian
torkers. So in the great asbsstos areas of Quebec, Canada ia sacrificing both
raw material and wealth by failure to conclude processes of manufacture at home.
Tho provision of adequate tariff protection is now engaging tho attention
of tho South African Government. The Census of 1916-17 in South Africa showed
that industrial production in that country is now on an actual level with mineral
•tion, which has always been looked upon ao the preponderating economic factor in South Africa. The United States Vice-Consul at Capo Sown, reporting to
laehington on the census results which have just been made public, says that a feature in tho industrial movement has been the active interest that has boon manifestid in all parts of the Union. At the Congress of the Associated Chambers of Com•erce, hold in Durban in September, 1918, resolutions wore adopted recommending
that the poat-war policy of the Government should include the encouragement of industries by means of tariffs and bounties and a complete survey of the national re•ources of the Union, with a view to encouraging their exploitation. The Vice-Consul addst "It is evident that the expansion of many local industries and the
creation of others requires the provision of other forms of assistance," and adds
that throe principal forms of such assistance are recognized as indispensablei1. Promotion of scientific and industrial research. This need has
been mot by the organization of the Scientific and Technical Committee for the
promotion of research work applied to trade and" industries «
2. An industrial bank. The National Corporation of South Africa, Limited, a subsidiary of the National Bank of South Africa, has been organized
for the purpose of lending financial aid to industrial enterprises.
5. Direct Government co-operation with industry . The Advisory Board of
Industry and Science has been created and has taken over the work of the Technical and Scientific Committee,
The Consul says that there are industries in South Africa which need tariff
protection and that tho question of providing adequate protection, especially for
Mv industries, is now engaging the attention of the Government.
Dr. C. H, Herty, who has recently returned to the United States from Europe,
•here he wao cent by the United States Government to study the dye situation, stated before the Washington section of the American Chemical Society that legislation to protect tha American dye industry and Amorican consumers of dyeatuffa is
Titally necoscsry. Ho added that German dyo icsnufecturcrs are ready to stifle
on from tho United States and to seize the dye trade of the world.
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Contending that ''the fiscal policy is of the greatest importance
roughout the Dominion," The Canadian Railroader Weekly, of
6, continuos its c-irnpaign for a tariff Board. Such, a Commission, it
led in the interests of Canadian workers, of small manufaeturn, and of producers who are combining now and old processes of production. "It
the small manufacturer the workman desires to sea expand and develop, beexpansioa carries with it a greater onvployment of labor where the personis net lest in the magnitude of the enterprise.
9 flexibility of the proposed Tariff Board," The Canadian Railroader
Htads, "ia another important point greatly in its favor. If it is found
on investigation that the protective tariff now given industries is fashion1 a conopoly the board can recornmend a reduction.
If on the contrary, it is
1 that some of the smaller industries need a greater erasure of protection
to prosper and expand, end employ a greater number of Canadian workon the beard can recommend a greater measure of protection....
"It is very evident from the resolutions that are pouring in from all
parts of the Dominion that tho sentiment in favor of the establishment of this
is exceedingly strong. It is quite apparent, at this time, that both.
• enployoe and the employer end even the general public are solidly supportfag tho idea.
"There is no parallel in the history of Canadian industrialism in which
« great groups havo 00-3 together in support of en idea of so far-reaching
Lonal and perhaps international importance. If re could all see eye to eye,
ridently have done on this vesatioua problem, is it not a strong argument
we nay yet be able to understand one another sufficiently well to grapple
SBfully with ?11 t>o great important problems which loom before us?
-ftor y9°T3 end y-r?rr, of wranglirg, we have been able to ir:3~t on a
1 question of ti.o e-tT.^lirlrnient _of a Tariff Board, whare i-s
we ...... 0''; ~?7.".'3 in t!?.") COMBOU r.:i.::i of r.ll to build n V70n5.3i*fiil»
•••;• C?nsda for all who are fortunate enov-sh to come to our
Ihor:
" ' •

~i
t> o?
tions p"r'!:'.::7

: •••"••• n".
in addition to

ii"'~or;

Bulgaria has devised en effective i?!^ to maintain Bulgarian credit.
T»lu9 of all goods imported into • Bulgaria from abroad must be deposited witaod of from one to two months in the National Bank of Bulgaria in the
t the exporter or eonr'^rr.o?: o:C RV.C>. 5000.5. ?h'.c money will be seguestered
a period of ten to twelve months fron the date of importation. The bs.nk
pay 4 per cent, upon the sums deposited or 5-1/2 per cent, if they are
1 for treasury bon-ilr. ?".•'?. -.oney depc^ited iray be released from seques
i before tt^ rrplration of the t:'.ns lim:tt if the depositor, or his duly
ited agent, r^^.^nq to purchase therewith Bulgarian products.

- 2Industrial interests in Italy are demanding greatly increased tariff
protection. The British Board of Trade Journal says:"Recent articles appearing in the Italian press show that the financial
MMures proposed by the Italian Government are meeting with strong opposition.
"By what is called in one journal a 'providential indiscretion' , the
^Hj| of the provisional tariff reform were apparently made public premature. -Ms gave the industrial interests tins to carshall their forces, and the
fsneral confederation has issued a manifesto to the effect that the proposed
Mi duties, which on an average are about 50 par cent, higher then those predously existing, should be increased by en additional 100 per cent, and should
ba extended to all articles and not confined to those usually imported from the
Central Powers."
Contending that "safety for Canadian workers lies in thrift, production, and efficiency," the Canadian Labor Press for December contains a timely
warning that the period of post-war prosperity cannot continue indefinitaly.
'The time," it says, "must come when money will be less easy, when only increased production will maintain \vage standards, when thrift alone can prevent individual distress.. .Canada must get down to hard business, and capital, manage.;, and labor oust co-operate if depression is to be avoided." After emphasising the duty of the State to support all policies calculated to improve
the condition of the workers, the Labor Press says:"In return for these and recognition by employers of the human rights
of labor, the Labor Press believes that Canadian workers and Canadian trade
unions should recognise fully their responsibilities. As the trade guilds of
the old world rejoiced in a tradition of proved and splendid workmanship, BO
wo would like to see all Canadian manufactured products stamped with the seal
of quality. Perhaps the chief industrial asset that Great Britain enjoys is its
international reputation for high quality production. Canadian munitions won
similar distinction in the later years of the war. Many Canadian products enjoy it to-day: All should. And in the domestic field, householders end coiirtors, zranufacturers, and all employers should be assured of thorough and
efficient workmanship in return for adequate wages and reasonable recognition
of labor's services to the community. The present wage scale is good. The community has given unprecedented recognition to labor by its return of so many
leT)o^ ceibera to the Provincial Assembly. How labor should acknowledge its re-ibility, end ths unions would secure eren greater popular favor by the
adoption of standards of workmanship and by insistence upon full work for full
tins.
"H^gh quality production will build up both the homo market and foreign
narketo. KaxJjmn production will increase domestic and foreign sales and is
•••st economic road to lower prices. Thrift will prolong the present
prosperity end crests habits of economy that will provide the best insurance
: pry period of depression.
All threo are necessary now. Eight million,
eJgh* hvr'vroA end fifty thousand people in Canada ere burdened with a net Fed1 dc1it o? £i-? 7.00,000,000, a Per cr.pita debt of $197.85 as compared with
"" '9 five years ago. Cer?.dien rroney is at a discount in Hew York. The bal~ of tro-3.9 with the Unitscl States is heavily egr.inst Canada,. Foreign
or^ors h?v9 declined sines the signing of the armistice. Industrial activity
T'4-^ ]:\-:-r f?"Dories end bf<?y workshops can or.ly be maintained throrsh. the co••t5on of employers p-nd employees in building vp export trade and the co-oporat^on of the whole nation 5n f!.f»r<>iop1r>g tT?.<» >.w» rwr-Vet thro1^ l-.^o purchase
^3 in

